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U    L*«er Technolo|y 

A.   Abstracts 

An!..,   I).  A.,  M.  B.   Be<finov.  and K.  KhsyHarov. 
On the nature of ion generstion from the gffrt ■. of laser 
rsdUtton on «olid matter.    DAN Uah SSB.  no.  7,   1971,  2S-26. 
(RZhF,   1/72.  IICISI) 

A study was made of ion generation from focused radiation of a 
free.running ruby laser on a solid target, and was correlated with laser 
energy and target type.    Ion sources included targets of Ni,  Mo,  W, Zn 
and Si in a 10-" torr vacuum;   plasma components were registered with a 
cylindrical collector and a php'omultiplier.    For Mo,  Nl and Si targets and 
an energy range of 0.2-1, 3j,  the ion current showed a spike shape similar to 
the laser pulse.    Ion current pulses appeared «t once, but were shorter than 
the laser pulses and appeared predominantly ai puls» start.    For W and Zn 
targets,  ion generation was mainly c-w in nature.    Electron current for all 
targets and laser energies maintained a spiked characteristic.     The pulse 
shape of the icn current was dependent on optical and thermophysical properties 
of the target,   ano also on the plasma generated in the beam focal region. 
A considerable change in power density in this region,  following rmcrocraterlng 
of the target  surface,  led shortly to a drop In Ion current near the end of the 
laser pulse. 

Butenln,  A,   V., and B.  Ya.  Kogan.    The mechanism of 
optical breakdown in transparent dielectrics.    IN:   Sb.  Kvantovaya 
elektronlka.    Moskva,   Isd-vo Sovetskoye radio,  no.   5, 
l<m,   143-144. 

A test Is described which demonstrated the strong effect of Mr 
particle content on the optical breakdown level of transparent dlelec rlcs. 
It is shown that in particles in the 0.1-0.3 micron range,  which attain l05/cm3 

concentrations in urban areas,  can sharply lower threshold even at pulse 
energies on the order of Ij,    Tests were  run on thresholds of heptane, ethinol 
and methylmethacrylate,  using a Q-swltched ruby at maximum energies of 
0. 8j,  focused at 4 cm.    An elaborate dual-chamber system with heating and 
filtering was used to obtain progressively purer liquid samples,  while breakdown 
level was contlnuoutty recorded.    Fig.   1 shows relative rise In threshold for 
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Fig.   1.    Breakdown threshold v«. 
cleaning cycles.    1 - heptane;   2 - ethanol; 
3 - methylmethacrylate 

the three specimen, as a function of the number of cleaning cycles.    In addition 
the clean ethanol sample was re-exposed to ambient air.  after which it reverted 
to its original low threshold.    The evidence pointn to the limiting effect of 
particle inclusions in active laser elements. 

Lisovets,  Yu.   P.,  I.  A.   Poluektov,  Yu.  M.   Popov,  and 
V.  S.  Rnytberg.    Pataage of a coherent ultrashort optical 
pulse through a semiconductor.    IN:   Sbornlk.    Kvantovay» 
elektronlka.    Moskva,  led-vo Sovetskoye radio, no.  5. 
1971, 28-36. 

Analytical solutions are obtained describing the passage of an ultrashort 
laser pulse through a semiconductor.    A resonance interaction with the semi- 
conductor Is assumed,  where the laser pulsewidth is less than the polarity 
relaxation time of the medium.    Conditions are specifically examined for self- 
transparency,  under which the pulse can Ideally propagate with no energy loss 
to the medium.    It Is shown that the resultant stationary pulse may propagate 
at a velocity an order of magnitude below the speed of light in the given medium. 
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C*rber,  R.  I.. Y«. I. Stepin«. and A    A. Stepanov. 
Feature» of thj deatruction of olcite crvtali by U«er 
radiation.    FTT, no.   I,   1972, 243-245.   

An experiment is briefly .ummarUed which was designed to examine 

lllZ r.'T ^harÄcterl-tlc- of • transparent dielectric, for the case where 
the d electric has a relatively low absorption coefficient at the irradiation 

r„^hlenf!.        ttn  4a* d.TsWith CalClte -P^™"-. «'hich have a coefficient on the order of 10-4 .. IQ-S.  u,ing both ruby and neodymlum Usf.rs     A 

variety of energy and power densities were used with the beam focused at the 
target surface as well as internally:   a hi^h dependence of threshold and 
damage type on orientation of the crystal axis was found.    Crack pattern. ..nd 
crataring geometries are discussed also as functions of impact beam polarity. 

rfnlO     ^  2ere eVident 0n,V M the hl«her Pow" den^y ^by expos-.re 

atta.n threshold    which emphasizes power density as the main destructive factor. 
It is also noted that the damaging power levels were several orders less than 
he predictable levels for nonlinear effects that typically cause d.-nage;   hence 

In the present case a thermal explosion mechanism is indicated.    Crater and 
defect photos are included. 

Gusev.  N.  V.,  and A.  A.   Pyarnpuu.    Quantitative study 
of the ejection of matter from a solid surface by the action 
of powerful radiation.    ZhPMTF.   nn    4,   1Q71     177   [33  
(RZhF,   1/72.   (MG2S4) 

A set of gas dynamic equations is derived and solved for the ejection 
processes of a solid target under laser irradiation.    Radiation energy 
absorption  is accounted for by postulating a discontinui.y.  it the boundaries 
of which the gas dynamic parameters follow laws of com.rrvation and.  at the 
initial moment,  the Jouguet rule.    At small energy densities surface vaporization 
does not occur,  although electrons and ions are emitted.    At increased q.  »he 

ZSlfZlfOfST. aPPear,,:   ^ 8til, Rreater q'   the flare rc*ion »« •anciently ionized to shield the target surface from the beam.    For the small q case 
ejecta behavior is determined by vapor temperature and density distribution. 
and degree of condensation:   solutions of this type are presented graphically. 
It ». f-rther shown that at higher q two now modes can exist:   in one of these 
a shock wave propagates ahead of the -vaporization wave" (thermal mode). 

•detnnr       r..Ca8Vhe,8hOCk l^T *****•• with «^ ^«continuity,   giving the 
detona   on" mode.    It is noted that the appearance of shock waves,  the 

nonequihbrium of the processes,  and other phenomena associated with absorption 



of powerful radiation,  greatly corapllcete the examinetlon of the problem. 
It ia augiceated that a aolution for the extended ejecta case may be obtained 
by the approximation of a atepwiae-v^riaMe abaorption coefficient;   this 
enablea compariaon of reaulta with a aelf-aimilar numerical aolution. 

Siller. C.,  E.  Buchelt, anc' H.   B. Schilling.    Propertiea 
of an electron aource with laaer-induced electron emiaaton. 
IPP-Berlin.   1971,  2S p.    (RZhF,   1/72,  #1A386) 

A pulaed electron aource with currenta on the order of several hundred 
amperea and a lO*0 aec duration ia deacribed for a ring accelerator.    A 
principle requirement waa to obtain a beam with minimal ernlttance.    To achieve 
thia, a .ocuaed laaer beam on a metalli,: cathode ia uaed aa an emitter, with 
* working area of 10--» -- 10-2 cm2.    Data are given on meaauremenla of 
emittance and energy diatribution of electrona in the emitted pulae. 

Mirkin,  L.   I.    Analogiea between mechaniama of 
deatruction of tranaparent and opaque materiala by a 
laaer beam.    DAN SSSR,  v.  201,  no.  6,   1971,   1335-1337. 

The author notea that iaaer damage to opaque materiala ia typically 
evidenced aa fuaion and evaporation at the target aurface, whereaa for 
tranaparent materiala, damage appears aa cracka typical of brittle failure. 
In aplte of the groaa difference in deatruction appearance, however.  It la 
auggeated that In many caaea a common damage mechanlam applies to either 
target type.    Experlmenta with NaCl cryatala Irradiated by a neodymlum 
laaer are cited to aupport thla;   the beam waa defocuaed so that the effecta of 
croaa-aectlon Ir.tenalty variation In the beam could be obaerved.    Teata were 
run both below and above threahold levela,  and a precise examination of local 
heating effecta and crater profiles waa obtained,  ualng a scanning electron 
mlcroacope.    The almllarlty argument  la based on the fact that In tranaparent 
meoia,  local areaa of less transparency will abaorb heat preferentially and 
with increased opad.y become damage centera;   following this atage the 
destructive effects f.re analogous to those In metal or other opaque materiala 
Therefore the evident differences In laaer damage to tranaparent and opaque * 
targets arise only from their varying reaction to local thermal atreaa generated 
by laser aclini.. 



Vodovatov,  F.   F. ,  and M.  S.  Chupina.    Interaction 
of laser radiation with »olid »uhgtancog for the 
purpose i<\ rnass-gpfttral .inalytiiB.    IN:   Moskovskiy 
Institut clektronnopo mashinostroyenlya.    Trudy.    No. 9. 
1970.  89-98.    (RZhMetrolog.   1/72.  #1.32.1226) 

The possibility is discussed of using a laser probe to vaporize and 
ionize solids for subsequent mass spectrometry.    Results are presented on 
determination of d< gree of material ionization, and the possible dispersal 
of kinetic energy :.n the generated ions. 

Afanas'yev,  A.  A. .  V.  S.   Purakov.  V,  V, Zheludok,  and 
S.   V.   Nechaycv.    Nonlinear interaction between laser 
radiation and an alkali metal plasma.    DAN BSSR,   no.   10. 
1971,   889-891. 

Nonlinear optical effects are described on passing a laser beam 
through sodium and potassium plasma.    Dye lasers including rhodamine 6C 
were used,  developing up to 10 Mw and 2S0j at pulse widths of 25-30 nser; 
beam divergence was limited to 10*2 --  10-^ rad.    In the potassium experiment, 
nitrobcnzol was used,  with a spectrum covering the 4SJ  - AP* and 4SI - 4P3/2 
absorption lines;   for Na,   rhodamine - 6G was used,  excited by ruby second 
harmonic,  and giving a spectral range fully covering the yellow doublet 3Si - 3P1 
and iS' - 3P3/2«    The nonlinear response was generally setn in the 10^ - 10^ 
w/cm2 intensity range, where beam spectra] spread near the resonant absorption 
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Fig.   1.    Spectral response of a dye 
laser beam passed through potassium plasma. 



line» WAS found to be a function of b«*m intensity.    This is sssn in Fig,   1 
for potsssium.  with «he non.excited spectrum  included for compsrison. 
A strong dependencs of spectrsl chsrscteristic on pU  .-na density wss also 
fo»«id;   this is seen in compering Fig.   Ig (60j) with Ih (250j». both st 
10    w/cm  .    Response to the first Stokes component from Rsmsn scattering 
in the nitrobensol wss slso observed, snd showed sn asymmetric broadening 
with the longer-wsvs portion more heavily absorbed by K lines.    Results 
for K snd Na were quslitstively the same. 

Anan'in. O.  B..  Yu.  A.   Bykovskly,  M.   Ya.  Mlnakov, 
and A.   N.   Petrovskiy.    Self-focusing of ultrashort 
pulses in transparent media.    FTT,   no.   11,   1971 
346S.U67. 

A comparison of self.focus dsmage in ceversl dielectrics is briefly 
given.    Filamentary damage trscks were observed in specimens of R-B glass 
quarts,  LiNbOj and KDP, from self.focus effects of picosecond pulses from ' 
an Nd glass laser.    The laser opersted in a mode-locked regime,  generating 
traini of 8-10 picosecond spikes with 10 ns spacing, and pulse power of 
1. 5  x 10    w.    The beam was focused within the tarKet specimens st f = 8cm. 
Significant differences in damage mechanism are pointed out, e.g.  in quarts 
LINbOj and K-8 glass,  filaments appeared directly at threshold, whereas in' 
KDP dsmage at threshold was initially in discrete point form, becoming 
filamentary only at intensities well above threshold.    The  results suggest the 
usefulness of repeating the tests with s single spike,  rather than a series,  for 
better identification of the filament formation process. 

Bayramov,   B.  Kh. ,   B.   P.   Zakharchenya, and 
E.   M.   Khashkhoshev.    Self-forusing of argon laser 
radiation and light »mattering by phonon» in btamuth 
germanate crvatr'.«.     FTT,  no.   11.   1971.   3412-3414. 

Self-iocuslng effects are discussed on the basis of results with s c-w 
argon laser (4880Ä) propagating  through bismuth germanste (BiiyCeOjo».    Laser 
power was well below damage threshold at 0. 3w.  snd wss sdjusted to a 3 mm 
diameter beam at f - 270 mm.    Visual effects showed generation of irreversible 
color centers acting as self-saturating absorption regions in the beat., path. 
The saturation effect ceased after 20 to 30 sec following exposure, depending 
on beam intensity.    A typical annular beam cross-sectlon pattern in the crystal 
region was also observed.    One factor causing a change in refractive index 
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w»m cvUipntly |o< al he«tii>g «nri reaultanl nonounlform •irrt» patterns,  sine* 
ni|2CeO,0 Is strongly plssoslsrtrlc.    Sp««.lral dsU srs included which show 
regions of suhstantlsl variance In optical phonon scsttsrlng between first-ordsr 
snd nonlinear scattering:   however no shift,  spllf or broadsnlng of phonon lines 
was observed.    A brief mention Is slso made of the affect of argon laser 
• «If.focusing on phonon scstter of Hs - Ne laser light (6S28A). 

Brekovsklkh,  V.  F. ,  Z.   I.  Mesohh. A.  V. Ovodova. 
A.  A.  Uglov, A.  K.  Fannlbo, and V.   A.  Yanushkevlch. 
Dislocation atnicture of germanium subjscted to a 
User besm.    FlKhOM. no. 6.  1971, 6-10. 

Crystallographlc alterations In laser«lrrsd|atsd Ge are discussed. 
Single cryttals of Cs both with and without Initial dlslocstlons wars subjected 
to pulsed radiation from a ruby laser which was run In either s spike or 
splka-frae regime.    Pulss width wss 1 mllllsec, enargy was 0. S j and density 
was 2 x 104 w/cm^.    Spaclmena wera cut In the (11 h plane with the Impact 
surface being polished before tasting.    Exposure wss done In air at temperatures 
from room up to SS0or, while dislocation charactarlstlcs were observed for 
both ipeclman types and laser ragimaa.    Reaultant dtalocatlon danalty In all 
caaaa was clearly greater for the aplka mode.    The raaulta alao verify that 
polygonlratlon In aamlconductora with a high dlslocstlon level will proceed st 
consldersbly lower ambient temperaturea than pravloualy atatad in the literature. 
Mlcrophotoa of generated dlalocatlona are Included. 

Kolokolov,  A.  A., and G.  V. Skrotakiy.    Kineti< a 
of the aalf-focuaing proceaa for abort optical puleaa. 
OlS,  v.   31,  no.  4,   1971.  6S0-6S2. 

Factora determining the self-focus characteristics of short optlcsl 
pulses are analysed.    Pulse duration is assumed comparable to the time requlreo 
for generation of nonlinear polarisation In the medium, hance transient processaa 
In the medium muat be taken into account.    Using this model tha authors 
evaluate the degree of light abaorption aa a function of nonlinear polarisation 
relaxation, for the caaa of Karr effect orientation and for strlction.    The 
development rate of the lightguide filament Is also datarmlned for the strlction 
nonllnesrity csse:   It Is shown from calculations that strlction has a negligible 
effei t on formation of narrow filaments. 



Or«kho\. M.  V. ( and B. S,  SUvin.    On thm nature 
of m*terUl »i»riton from th« acticn of U»T radUUon 
on matcrUU wtih varyint lharmophyical propTl>g>. 
2hl»S,  v.   16. no.   I,  1972.   US-14*. 

A comparative baam-Urgal •tudy on ejacta bahavlor In reported for 
two tarnet maleriale of widely differing thermal conductivities.    A ruby laser 
was uaed developing 10J pulae» of 1 mllllaec duration, and focused at f ■ 75 mm 
on steel and ferrlte targets at a density of approximately I07 w/cm2.    A 
portion of the beam was split off to drive a high-speed scope, so that an 
extended view of laser pulses and the corresponding target flare» could be 
••en.    This display showed a cyclic nature In flare amplitude for the steel 
target, not evident In the ferrlte target.    The difference In behavior Is linked 
by the aulhora to the •ubstantUlly greater thermal conductivity of steel, as 
• result of which a portion of the creter walls melts during repeated pulae 
action and provide« a periodic shielding effect to the Incoming pulse.    For 
ferrlte. with several orders lower conductivity, the beam effect remains 
relatively localised and no periodic variation occurs.    This Is shown In the 
cross-sections of laser craters In the two specimens In Fig,  I, where evidence 
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Fig. 1. Crster generation from free-running 
ruby laser Impact on ferrlte (a) and steel (b), 
X60. 

of melt and run-down Is seen for the steel target, while the ferrlte crater Is 
compsratlvely clean. 



Plyatako. G.  V..  M.  I.  Moysa. and I..  P. Karas«v. 
V»ing i U»«r to eliminate residual weld »tr*f; 
F-KhMM.  no.  6.   I«»7|,  87-89. 

Later heating of a butt weld to relieve reaidual atreaa .• briefly 
deacrlbed.    The teat apecimena were type VT-14 ateel rylindera of 300 mm 
ID and 1 mm wall thlrkneaa.  welded by argon «re at a rate of 12 m/hr. 
Following th* weld operation a  10 mm long aectlun of the weld external aurface 
waa aubjerted to laaer irradiation aufficiently intenae to rauae a alight aurface 
melting, but no metal ejection (no other data on laaer parametera are given). 
After laaer expoaure.  atrain gage data showed the impact area to have returned 
to a nearly unatreaaed atate.  from poat-weld atreaa levela aa high aa 18 kg/mm2. 
The effect la attributed to two faclora:   generation of thermoelaatic wavea 
which permit dynamic relaxation of atreaa, and the creation of a aurface layer 
whose phyairal propertiea differ from thoae of the baae material.    Further 
atudy of the technique ia planned to clarify the re.ief mechaniam. 

Zakharov.  V.   P. ,  and Yu.   M.   Pol'akiy.    Velocity of 
the temperature front in carbon filma during their 
interaction with laaer radiation.    FlKhOM.  no.  6,   1971, 
J-S. 

A aimple technique ia deacrlbed for determining the mean radial 
velocity of a temperature front,  generated by focuaed laaer radiation on a 
carbon thin film.    The carbon film ia overlaid with a thin Ce film and two 
photomultipller arraya are aimed in the vicinity of the impact point, offaec 
by a known diatance (200 microna la the example given).    At a sufficient laser 
exposure the Ce film melts,  cauaing a discrete change in optical Penalty;   the 
time for the melt region to reach the remote monitored point then yielda 
mean temperature front velocity.    In the cited teata a free-running ruby laser 
waa uaed,  giving « mean front velocity af 1#S • I m/aer,  although the rate 
nearest the impact region waa evidently higher.    The results also Indicate a 
slower and more complex fuaion mechaniam in the Ce with increased distance 
from the focal point,   auggeating an interim reordering of ita cryatal structure 
prior to melting.    The resolution of the technique ia limited by the dimenaiona 
of the aenaing photocathodea:   for the tests described, error was put at not 
over 25%. 
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L     Beam-Target Effecti 

Aihmarln.  I.   I..  Yu.   A.   Bykovtkiy,  V.  A.  Gridin. 
V.   F.  Yelesln,  A.  I.   Larkln, and I.   P.  Slpaylo. 
Sho.k wave» generated by the action of laaer radiation 
on tranaparent bodiea.    IN;   Sbornih      g^SS^^ 
elektronika.    Moakva.   I«d.vo Sovetakoye radio,  no.  6 
1971.   126-128. 
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A.kar'yan. C.  A..  V.  C.  Mlkhalevich.  V.   B.  Studenov. 
U*nd C.   P.  Shlpulo.    Nonlinear effecta during propagation 

of a powerful r-woptical beam through a medium.    Z 
v.  59,  no. 6.  Il '-n,   im .. i MO   

li 

    _ -hETF, 
v.  59,  no.  6,   1970,   1909-in|o. 

Avotin.  S.  S. .   E.   P.  Krlvchikova,  I.   I.   Papirov, 
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2.    Effect«  of Strong Explosion» 

A.    Abstracti 

Deni«ov.  Yu.   P.  and N.  M.  Ku«netiov.    lonization 
rate congUnt at hij^h temperature.    High eltrtron 
concentration«.    ZhFMTF.  no.   2.   1971.   32-40. 

Furthering work on monatomic gas ioniiatlon begun by Petscnek and 
Byron,  the authors have simplified the kinetic equation of ihe electron distri- 
bution function f(t.«» and derived an expression for the ionlratlon rate constant 
K of gas atoms under shock wave conditions.    These conditions Imply that the 
electron distribution by energy and K is a function of temperature T of heavy 
particles (atoms and Ions) of an optically dense gas.    T Is assumed to be high 
enough to cause transition of an atom to the first excited state.  I. e. . € Is 
assumed to exceed E,.  the energy of the first excited state.    At < >£,,  f(t O 
differs from the Maxwelllan function.    The excitation cross-section o, of an 
aiom under electron Impact can.  In effect,  be described as a linear function 
of e.    Under the given conditions.  f(Te» is expressed by a Fokker-Planck 
equation.    Solution of this equation for f2 made it possible to calculate K using 
the function of a parabolic cylinder Dp(7.) and plots of lg(Ne/Na» versus 
ß i Ej/Te at the Index p = const.    In the region p >0.  K = K(Te»n fi differs 

the most from the Maxwelllan.  and K at a given T« is consequently significantly 
lower (n<n than In the region wher« f, Is nearly Maxwelllan (H-n.   In other 
words the region of low Tc and a high concentration of Ne. 

Dcrzhavlna,  A.   I.  and O.  S.   Ryzhov.    The perturbation 
method In the problem of a short-duration shock. 
PMM.   no.   S,   1971.   908-^18. 

The method of small perturbations was applied to solve the problem 
of propagation of a cold diatomic gas.   Initiated by a powerful shock of a short 
duration.    A perfect gas with a heat capacity ratio N -7/1 was assumed to 
occupy a half space   adjacent to a vacuum.    Shock w we propagation In the gas 
with superlmpositlon of small perturbations Is desi    ibed by    Euler equations 
with Hugo.lot boundary conditions.    The equations in linea; lZed form were 
reduced to a single differential equation of the second order,   which was trans- 
formed for a diatomic gas Into a hypergeometric Gaussian equation,   with or 
without allowance for counter-press .re.    This equation was solved by calculus 
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pl.mo; if H o'—1^»! action, near .he .HguUr point determining the 
po..tion of boundary charac.eri.tic. in the initial .elf-.imiUr .olution 
Acord.ng to thi. .olution.  the integral of energy near an infini ely iuiant 

.^ i"n ofThrE1;    TO eUminate *~***~ "^ ^ th" divlVge  Ce. .olution of the Euler equation, wa. extended to a region with coordinate. 

ThT " i U',,;8     e meth0d 0f joinin« «^""»1 ^d internal a.ymptotic exoan.ion. 
The random function, which determine den.i.y and pre..ure of a el.  ÜEIÜT 
the de.crlption of now in the  internal region a'djace^to a vacuu^' ^'^ 

Ceneralov.  N.   A. .  V.   P.   Zimakov. and G.   I.  Kozlov. 
Infra/ed .pectral method of pla.ma diagno.tic. and it. 
appli.ation to xenon ionization and recombinatinn K»K«~^ 
a .hock wave front.    ZhETF.   v.   SH.  no.  6.   1970.   1928-1937. 

relativet^^U^jr^rrr ^Z^T" Ü ^ "^ ^ 
^rrh'V"^ 1 the eleCtr- "--He^nVLa^tu^rm r0eP: o:." 
reclrdin0   r , "^ fr0nt ? Xen0n-    An ^"■'"■«l method for .imuTaneou. 
recording of pla.ma emi..ion and ab.orption of IR radiation tl -  inT i K 
pla.ma behind a .hock wave front i. outlined      Thl '     '  * 0n * J .'  10- 6M) *>y 
comorl.ed a rn     M     u    I outlined.    The experimental assembly 
ütT in C02-N2-He U«er.  emitting 600M.ec.  nearly flat .ingle pul.e. 
Tn IR emI.'T'5   * ^"^-'VPe .hock tube with a 6 mm thick Ge w" ndov 
an   R emi.^on recordmg .y,tem with a filter to eliminate pla.ma eml.Ton 

velocTtv     Th'e e0" ZZZT**1   *"* * •^ ** --ring Zck wave 
Mach1 V 2      L ''"Trme     IS "7^ ^ " ' t0rr initial Xe ^"^ -d 

plot of lonlzatlon rate con.tant a versu. T    /r a    li ori^.ooüK.    A 

». .xU.rlm.„.,l activation .„..gy of looiaation E    'l^To 4! t^S^ 
.ff.ctiv. «xcitation cro.....ction C , - (5  7-5  M. l£lV     2 ^ 

the cro....ectlon of nonela.tic electron-atom colll.lon..  In Xe.  re.pectlvelv 
The recombination rate con.tant ^of Xe + . calculated from a// - K(Te) (Fig^) 

low; 

•on 

IS 



it in good agreement with theoretical ^ values obtained by modified diffusion 
approximation,  but disagrees substantially with calculations based on a set 
of halanc e equations for discrete atomic levels. 
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Fig.   1.    Ionisation rate constant of 
Xe versus electron temperature. 
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Fig.  2.    Recombination rate constant 
of Xe+ versus temperature in triple 
collisions;   points - experimental 
values,   solid curve - theoretical values 
of Diberman-Vorob'yev-Yakubov, 
dotted line - theoretical values of Chen. 
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Gogosov.  V.  V.,  andV.   A.   Polyan.kiy.    DUcontinuities 
in electrohydrodynamic«.     PMM.   no.   5,   1971.   761-772. 

Electrohydrodynamic relation, were derived for a nonremovable 
discontinuity with a dielectric con.tant and magnetic permeability equal to 
unity.    Tangential,  .hock-contact.  and .hock wave di.ccntlnuitie. were 
analyzed u.ing the.e relation.,  ard a..uming that the tangential component 
Et, of the electric f.eld  equal.  0 in front of the di.continuity.    It wa. .hown 

SÜTTÜ^! behlnd a ,uhOCk WaVe fr0nt "" be ******* only when the 
inten.ity o of the .urface charge accumulated at a di.continuity and the normal 
component E 2 of the  electric field behind the di.continuit. front are given 
along with .hock wavS parameter, ahead of the di.continuity and the propagation 
velocity Vz of di.continuity.    The formula.. 

'-T^-^-^+^j (2) 

where b i. the mobility, derived from analy.i. of the .hock wave .tructure 
complete the de.cription of parameter, at a .hock wave front.    A .urface   ' 
charge form« at the .hock wave front when there i. a di.continuity of E   , 
(i. e. .  when U, + bE, < 0.  Ui > 0.  and B| < 0).    The ionic den.ity in thi. Ja.e 
may exceed the charge den .ity in front of the wave by .everal order, of 
magnitude.    A qualitative analy.i. of the .hock wave structure permit, a 

2?ZlTl '^T 0f th; electrohyd'odynamic equation, for a .mall interaction 
parameter.    Analy.i. of the evolution of the .hock wave, .how« that necea.ary 
condition, are:   Unl >a1 and Un2< a2.    An equation for the electrohydrodynamic 
«hock adiabatic curve wa« analyzed for the ca«e when the electric field behind 
the wave can be disregarded. 

Gorelov.  V.  A.  and L.  A.  Killdyu«hova.    An experi- 
mental «tudy of parameter« of ionized air in front of a 
«trong .hock wave.    MZhiG.  no.  2,   1971.   147-151. 

•i. ♦,• E!eCtr°n and ion concentration. Ne and fL, electron temperature Te. and 
electrical conductivity o of ionized air at 10 - 100 cm ahead of a .hock front 
were mea.ured in an electron di.charge .hock tube at an initial pre««ure 
Pp " 0.2 - 0.5 torr and «hock wave vo'ocity V, in the 8. 4 - 11.3 km/«ec range 
S ngle or double probe«,  with plane-parallel or cylindrical electrode«,  were 
placed along the flow channel axi« at 4 m from the diacharge chamber,  to 
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measure electron (IDe) or ion (I  |) saturation currents. The lnm, and I  . data pe pi 
were used to calculate Nei  Te.  and N|.    Experimental plots of lg ne versus x 
(the distance from the shock front! (Fig.   1) show: 

Fig.   1.    Electron density distribution 
ahead of a shock wave front:    1 - literature 
data;   2 - single probe data;   and 3   4,5- 
double probe data at,  respectively,  p0 = 0.2, 
0, 5,  and 0. 5 mm Hg and Vg = 11. 3,   10, and 
8. 4 km/sec. 

Ne and Nj values ahead of the wave front,  especially at V   >10 km/sec;   good 
agreement between single and double probe measurements;   and satisfactory 
agreement between probe and UHF interferometric (curve 1) measurements. 
The possibility of studying a precursor ionization region by probes and an 
earlier conclusion that air photoionizatiin is the main source of a significant 
Ne value ahead of the wave front were confirmed.    The Te in the precursor 
ionization region,  based on slope of I-V characteristic of a single probe,  was 
determined to be 4000     6000oK at 20 cm ahead of the front.    Using auxiliary 
electrodes,  conductivity o was measured as 0. 4 - 1. 3 x lO"1^1 cm-^ at 
p0 = 0. 2 torr and Vg =11.3 km/sec. 

i 

T 
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Ivanov,  A.   A. ,  V.   D.  Rmanov,  and R.   Z.  Sagdeyev. 
Electron ghock wave« in a collisionlesg plaama. 
ZhETF P,  v.   12.  no.   1.   1970.  29-31. 

Dispersion of a cloud of hot electrons in a collisionless plasma is 
described by the nonlinear wave equation 

(i) 

where nr is the density of hot electrons and a is a constant for given ion and 
electron distribution functions.    It is shown that dispersion of the hot electron 
cloud can lead to formation of a stationary compression shock of hot electrons 
due to a slowdown in propagation of the counter flow of cold electrons.    Formation 
conditions of a compression shock were determined by analogy tn a shock 
wave, from conservation laws.    The "shock wave" formation depends on the 
velocity distribution function of the hot particles.    Generally, the n(^) dependence, 
which is determined by the distribution function.  Is complex and Indicates a 
simultaneous diffusion and increase In wave steepness in different front areas. 
Information on the distribution function can be obtained from the shape of the 
front.    It Is concluded that heat waves In a collisionless plasma propagate 
according to the described mechanism and may be accompanied by formation 
of a steep wave front.    A similar effect can be significant during plasma heating 
by a powerful relatlvlstlc beam. 

Kestenboym, Kh.  S. , and Z.  N.  Kuzlna.    Propagation 
of a plane shock wave In an exponential atmosphere. 
MZhlG,  no.   5,   1971,   31-35. 

A boundary-value problem Is formulated for an explosive shock wave 
in the plane X = 0.    The shock wave propagates upward (X>0) and downward 
(X<:(N In the atmosphere with an exponential density-height distribution (Fig.   1). 

Fig.   1.    Diagram of a plane explosion 
in an exponential atmosphere. 
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The problem is solved by approximation of implicit differences.    Matching 
of a numerical solution for the C* and G- regions with an asymptotic solution 
for in arbitrary Co region uetermines Co dimensions.    The evolution of the 
planar explosion is calculated for Ag = Ap = 0. where Ag and Ap are gravity 
and counter-pressure parameters.    Calculated characteristics of propagation 
are plotted for C* and C- regions.    It is sho^vn that propagation in both 
regions has the characteristics of a boundary self.similar regime.    The self, 
similar expressions are derived for a Lagrangian coordinate, and the velocity 
of the upper and lower fronts and the time of atmospheric breakdown are 
determined.    The solution accounts for flow of energy from C- to C* and is 
therefore more accurate than the approximation of sectors.    The maximum 
errors for mass and energy balances were 3 and 2%.  respectively.    The 
error rate increases near the breakdown point. 
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Kosar*v, V.  I,    CalcuUtion of • »upT«onlc sf dy 
g*» r .w with infrn«! compfsion »hock«.    ZhVMMF. 
no.  S.  1971,   1263.1271. 

A num«rlcftl analyala Is m»H» of romplox atructural flow past various 
iMMtica using a simplified compuiaiion mathod which naglacts aurfaca dlscon- 
linuiiy discriminating.    Equation« for alaady motion of a parfact gas wars 
.ippri>Kimata<< by a sat of dlffaranra equations which wer* solvsd for unknown 
flow paramalars by tha mathod of proportional parta with diacontlnuity amoothing 
In tha dlffaranra solution.    Graphical numarlcal aolutlona illustrata shock 
wavaa In tha flow past bodlaa composad of two conaa or aaparatad b> a conjugala 
sons:   a spharitwlly bluntad or polntad haad cona:   a tall cona:   or a conjugate 
sona.    Tha grapha ahow tha "hanging" shock position within tha straamllna 
flow undar tha glvan conditions.    Ths intarnal hanging ahock forma In a 
suparsonlc flow past a body whan tha charactarlatica emerging from tha 
concavity region Intaraact before they reach tha aurfaca of tha bow ahock wave. 
Conditions under which an ih*srnal shock wave may be formed evidently could 
be generalised by analysing a larger volume of data on streamline flow past 
bodies of tha cited type.    A maximum ) • S% discrepancy was found between 
the numerical solutions without surface discontinuity discrimination and thoae 
obtained by a continuous compulation mathod.    The simplified mathod described 
yields usable data on complaa-atructural flow with only a weak compraaalon 
ahock and a maximum angular ahlft of 1$°. 

Larln, O,  B., and V.  A,  l^avln.    Study of the attangatlon 
of a detonation wave with a two»front structure,  using 
the boundary (shock) Isyar method.    M^hiC.   no.   I,   1971, 
59.6S. 

Ths trsnsltion of a plane super«ompressed detonation wave to a 
Chapman-Jouguat condition was studied In a lwo>front modal, with allowance 
for changes In adlabatlc flow parameters In tha Interval between shock ws\e 
and thermal shock fronts.    Lquatlons for tha flow paramatera between the 
fronts were derived from adlabatlc gas flow equations In tha interval between 
the fronts.    The derived equations were solved by the Chernyy spproximstlon 
method for the boundary (shock) Isyar. assuming that detonation wave Intensity 
only slightly excaada «hat of tha Chapman-Jouguet wave.    Application of the 
Chernyy method Is justified here because the detonation wave velocity is high 
(on tha order of aaveral km/aac) and tha gas is strongly compressed between 
the compression shock and tha combustion front.    So^tlon oi the characteriatIc 
equation of the flow parameters was reduced to the problem of determining 
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condition» which would Mtiafy th« Hurwlts criterion.    A r.ocotMry And 
•ufficlon« criterion of dotonation w«v« in •lability was ih«n d«rlv«d by solving 
thm Hurwm problem.    This rritsrion is sstlsflsd sutomstlcslly for second 
snd higher oHsr rssctlons. snd is nMrly slwsys sstlsflsd for first ordsr 
rssctlons ss wsll, bscsuss of ths high sctlvstlon snsrgy of dstonstlng mlsturss. 

Lssovsksya. V,  R.  snd G. K.  Tumshsysv.    Msetursmsnt 
of concentretion of »Kcitsd msrrury stoms bshind s shoi 
way front by continuous rscordint of ths shift of iotsrfsr 
ffiniss.    OlS.  v.   II.  no.   S.   1971.   483.484. 

Ths tlms-dspsndsncs of N^plp, roncsntrstlons of sscitsd Hg stoms 
In ths rslssstion rsglon bshind s wsv« front wss dstsrminsd by continuous 
rscordlng of intsrfysnes frings shifts In ths spsctrsl regions on both sldss of 
ths 1^(^461 i 20) A spsctrsl sbsorpllon lins.    Ths roncsntrstlons A Na snd N# 

of ths stoms in ths ground atnte and slsrtrons were simultsnsously dstsrminsd 
in ths equilibrium flow by ths intsrfsromstrlc method of continuous rscording 
with ths uss of Roltsmsnn and Ssha aquations.    Typlcsl Intsrfsrogrsms of ths 
two spsctrsl rsglons ars shown.   They llluslrste the changes In ths rsfrsctive 
IndsK of s plasma bshind s shock wave front.    Ths experimental curves In 
Fig.   1 show that chsngss in N^jJ^ and N# follow ths ssms pattsrn.    Ths 

)* tf » l.mm 

Fig.  I.    Distribution nf concentrations 
of ths Mg atoms in escited stots (N^T|^2) 
and of slsrtrons (N#) st M -   10. ) and 
7,1 * I0*<> cm-' InitU! concsntrstlon of 
Hg atoms in ground ststs. 
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minimum m««turable N6p3p    was of the order 10u/cm3 using the cited 
method, compered to a value of about 1013/cm3 obtained by the Hook method. 
The cited method can be uaed in plasma diagnostics, e. g. .  in a pulsed 
discharge. 

Akhiyeaer.  A.   I. . and R.   V.   Polovin.    Oscillation 
profile of a shock wave in plasma.    UFZh,  v.   16. 
no.   9.   1971.   1467-1472. 

A theoretical study was made of the effect of internal frirtion in ion and 
electron plasma components of a shock wave structure.    A shock wave 
propagating In a negative direction along Z axis is described by two linear 
equations for the regions In front and behind the wave.  I.e. , at Z-* +   x . 
The equations were derived from hydrodynamic equations cf motior, and 
Maxwell equations, assuming electron frictional viscosity to be negligible. 
The shock wave profile at Z -»^ • Is oscillatory If the imaginary parts of 
the constants ji , and ^ In 

Rrp,    0.   ReH:    0 (I) 

differ from aero.    The linear equations are solved for M 1 and ^2 in «wo 
boundary cases.    In the case of an intrinsic Ion viscosity u i 3?>   wm.  (magnetic 
viscosity), five roots ( *[", Hj»»,  *\*\  M[1K  and MJ2^ were foun ? to satisfy 
the conditions in (1).    Shock wave width is expressed by 

where ,* .  2 is the root ^',     whose real part is lowest in absolute value. 
By substUuting the *\4) value for ^i^ i" (2) »hock wave width L wat. found to 
be Inversely proportional to the magnetic field If.    In the case of Vi «    v 
L was found to be directly proportional to H.    In both rases.   1. was proportional 
to the mean free path and the oscillation period  A      X .    The shock wave profile 
therefore depends essentially on relative values of Intra- and intercomponent 
friction in the plasma. 
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Biberman.   I,.   M. ,  A.   Kh.   Mnataakanyan,  and 
'•  T,   Yakubov.    Ioniy.ation relaxation behind strong 
■ hock wave» in gages.     UFN.   v.   102.   no.   3.   1970. 
431-462. 

Experimental and theoretical studies on shock wave propagation in 
Ras published in 1957-1970 are reviewed and some unsolved problems of 
Ionisation relaxation are indicated.    About 4S^ of the 116 literature citations 
are to Soviet publications.    The review centers on ionization kinetics in low- 

D temperature plasma,  the mechanism of initial ionization.  and structure and 
radiation of the relaxation region.     The survey data on ionization and recombina- 
tion kinetics in atomic plasma clarifies the role of electron shock and the effects 
Dof radiation and interatomic collisions on kinetics and electron energy balance. 
Data on atomic-molecular collisions,  radiation transfer,  and processes 
involving impurities are examined as possible causes of ionization in the initial 

U relaxation stage.    Theoretical data are compared with experimental data on 
plasma parameters and relaxation times in the relaxation region behind shock 
waves at M      10-20 and M      30-40 In monoatomlc and molecular gases.    Radiation 

Oin the recombination region is examined in terms of:   the distribution of excited 
states of an atom In a nonequilibrium plasma:   nor.equilibrium spectral lines 
and continuum emissions:   and the effect of relaxation on aerodynamic heating 
In hypersonic streamline flow. 

D 
D 

Borisov.   A.   A..   B.   Ye.   Gel'fand,  S.   A.   Gubin, 
S.   M.   Kogarko,  and O.   V.   Krivenko.     Shock wave 
attenuation in a two-phasr gas-liquid medium. 
MZhiG.   no.   S,   1971.   176-180. 

Shock wave parameters were measured In a N2 - H2O mixture In a 
vertical shock tube at three different M20 concentrations in the 0.2S .  1.04 g/ci -   - §/cm 
range.    Flow time 4t was variable behind the wave front,  which was controlled 
by the < ariable length of a high-pressure chamber.    Diameter of water droplets 
was  I and 2. S mm.     The purpose was to analyze the effect of fragmentation of 
water droplets on shock relaxation in a two-phase mixture.    Tabulated experi- 
mental data and plots of ^   I p/ 4 p0 versus Mach number M show that a 
decrease in *t beyond a certain value does not affect shock wave propagation in 
the presence of the liquid phase.    The critical it* at which transition occurs 
from ^ I to^     I was determined experimentally for M in the 1.07 - 1. 3 range, 
and the time t of the onset of droplet fragmentation was calculated.    Both t and it* 
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I 
wir.» «x|.ro«»P.I |,y Slrouhal number« S and S*.    The S versus M plots indicate 
llnl  relaxatiu'i interaction ..f shock waves with the two-phase mixture and 
parallel shock wave attenuation become significant,   with intense fragmentation 
of water droplets behind the wave front.    Formulas were derived for the limits 
of the relaxation region.    AnalysU of the experimental data reveals that a 
stepwlse change In shock wave parameters Is related to an Intensive destruction 
of droplets at a time close to t   . 

Borlsov,  M.   B. ,  S.   C.   Zaytsev.  Ye.   I.   Chebotareva. 
and Ye.   V.   Lazareva.    Experimental study of shock wave 
interaction with a magnetic field.    MZhIG,   no.   3.   1971 
153-163. 

Argon plasma flow created by an lonUlng shock wave S was studied 
In an experimental arrangement consisting of a diaphragm-type shock tube 
and a Faraday-type magnetogasdynamlc channel with sectional electrodes 
positioned along the channel.    One electrode pair was short-circuited to achieve 
a maximum turbulence effect In the hypersonic flow.    A maximum v»lue of the 
magnetogasdynamlc Interaction parameter Q was obtained by setting initial 
Ar pressure at S torr.  at Ms      12.  flow temperatures 11.000oK, and transverse 
magnetic field Induction      1. ST.     using the interferometric plasma diagnostics 
technique, a recording was made of shock front formation T (drag wavel.  which at 
time t* • 25 - 30 * sec begins to propagate towards the channel entrance.    Tra- 
jectories of S and T waves are shown in and beyond the channel (Fig.   1).    An 

WWW *    a :i    *i    st 

Fig. I. Traietlory x-t of the ahi« k and 
drag waves at Ma 13^0.2. S|n is the 
calculated trajectory. 

rxperimental profile shows T formation and propagation at different limes. 
The measu-ed density p and concentration of charged particles in the channel 
behind T revealed an approximately uniform flow in the center of the channel 
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at some di.tarre (rom T.    The experimental intensity of T, drag on S, 
distribution of p and degree of ionization in the subsonic region behind T. 
and t* agreed with rorreaponding theoretical values within 10 - 20%. 

Muminov.   M.   M.    Effect of diaphragm openinp 
time on gas fio.v in shock tubes.    IN:    Volny v 
neuprugikh sredakh.    AN Mold SSSR.    Kishinev. 
1970.   173-181. 

In connection with research on the problems of atmospheric reentry 
of satellites    supersonic gaa flow in motors,  strong explosions,  and electrical 
discharge,   shock wave intensity p along a shock tube was calculated at an 
initlsl pressure differential P0/p'o ta the ^ . ,06 r.nge.    Calculations were 

~rr? ' *;• now mode, ln whlch **• volume H each chamber of the tube is 
divided into 20 parts separated by Impermeable cross-.ectlons.    Gas particle 
propagation,  within the framework of the model,  was described by ordinary 
differential equations in Lagranglan coordinates.    Allowance was made for the 
diaphragm ooenHg time by introducing the linear relation 

P (11 

ror oho3^pse^^nr^rKadM^z,• •■ •function ot openin8 ,ime ^ ^ ** "<"»* 0. 037S m of the hlgh-pre.sure chamber.    The flow In tfe opening diaphragm 
I. approximated by the flow along two truncated cones tapering off „the 
diaphragm     Cone vertex radius varies with top from 0 to « and «1 Us In agreement 
with experimental variations of the apenur. cr'oss-section area.    Plots ofT 
versus tube length Z   (dlmenslonless) at top .0.f .  1. 000 M sec with He as a 

1    .r,r5*B/«n    W-    Corr'Pre"*d »»••.   "how a strong effect of t      on p at the 

which overtakes the first and strongly affects its ? along the tube.    The merging 
coordinate of the two shock waves moves further along "he tube,  when P' /p'. 

n^nVa^o "T"    £ * t ^ ^ U •«^^2»» hlgher'than p 3i? 
Instantaneous opening,  because ^ In the Tatter case Is determined by p'/P" on the 
second decompression.ave and no, by a much higher P'/P'0.    A plot of Si 
shock wave velocity d^./dT versus coo.Hln.te 7. (Fig.   l^shows a discrepancy 
between the^a.culated (upper, curve for H .river gas and Ar compress^ ga's 
r0fro      10    and top      LOOO^sec.   and the corresponding experimental (lowir» 
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Fig.   I.    Shock wave velocity vvrtus 
tube length coordinate. 

curve.    Thli dl.crepancy i. due to a disregard of the losaer at the opening 
diaphragm.    Experimental data confirmed the calculation« of ]J *nd dT/dT 
variation» of non.stationary shock wave propagation. 

Magnetova,  N.   N. ,  N.  T.   Pasitchenko, and Yu. P. 
Rayser.    Structure of a shock wave wtth multiple 
tt.nUation of atoms.    ZhPMTF,  no.   5,   1970.   11-21. 

The structure of a very strong shock wave at an equilibrium temperature 
on the order of hundreds of thousands of degrees and multiple Ionisation kinetics 
behind the wave front were calculated.    A plane shock wave was assumed to 
propagate In a monatomlc gas In an Infinite space.    The one-dimensional 
stationary How of a multlcomponent gas mixture Is described by differential 
equations for Ionic energy,  heat conductivity, and Ionisation kinetics.    The 
equations together with three conservation Integrals and certain boundary 
conditions were used to determine shock wave structure.    A simplified kinetic 
equation was substituted for the initial set of equations by Introducing an 
approximation value of equivalent Ions with one fractional charge ^m^ coincident 
with the loniratlon level a .    This method of approximation.   Introduced by 
Yu.   P.   Rayser,  made It posii<ble lo derive formulas for the Ionisation potential 
and the excitation rate constant.    Two other kinetic constanta, the time of the 
electron.Ion energy exchange and coefficient of electron heat conductivity, 
were calculated using known formulas.    The solution of the modified equations 
for derivatives d#e and d « of dlmenslonless electron and Ionic temperatures 
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reduces to the two equation« 

A. m mil '/0       /»(■O.O,) 

where O is considered to be an independent variable.    The equations (1) and 
the algebraic equation of density 

#i — on -j- 1 -» 0 
(2) 

where 

0^0; «0,,    a «1+6«. 
(3) 

solve the sh >ck wave structure problem.    Equations (11 indicate that an 
integral curve linking the singular,  equilibrium points in space in front of and 
behind the shock wave represents the solution.    The near-equilibrium state 
of the system is determined by a characteristic third degree equation 

x'-y^+z^-y.-o. (4, 

Evaluation of the Invariants Jk in (4) disclosed a considerable electron heat 
conductivity effect on the wave structure,  producing noticeable gas ionUatlon 
In front of the shock wave.    Analysis of the roots of (41 revealed that In the 
near-equilibrium state behind the wave 9 -   # e and d * /d a < 0.  hence Te is 
at a maximum In the wave.    Graphical presentation of the • ,  ie, a , and n 
data calculated for air at three sets of Initial N0,  D, and T values confirmed 
the conclusions. 

Zagorwlnlkov,  S,   F. ,  G.   Ye.  Smolkln,  Ye.  A. 
S(i igannva.  and G.   V.   Sholin.    Measurement of turbulence 
leve' of a magneto-at oustic coillslonlc ss ahuck wave by 
mears of stark ■plitting of H^   Balmgr line.     /hETF P. 
v.   II,   no.   10,   1970.   4".S-478. " 

Development of turbulent electrostatic oscillations In hydrogen plasma 
was studied by measuring splitting ( A X I «xp of *• "ß   Hne of a Balmer series. 
The oscillations were generated by a magneto-acoustic shock wave propagating 
In parallel II or transverse HD magnetic fields.    Measurements of (A x ) 
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T.TH       nV"     Tf
0t- at' and behind the *** wave »" the» pinch regime 

p, ^8e<       f>*<—«y ^ « I koe amplitude H, of magnetic field. 
» lasma rad.at.on wa. analyzed by high-.peed electro-optical .pectrochrono- 
graphy u..ng a Fabry-Perot interferometer combined with an ISP-Sl .pectro- 
graph.    The mean intensity of the nonequilibrium electric field behind the 

Hm^ rr     T   T evaluated (a- a fu"c"o" otlfiX )„„).  to be 17 and 20 
t.me. h.gher than the mean interparticle field Eo . l.4#JRi/J in the case of 

y,      E^NT    rC  , '   re8pective,y-    The corresponding turbulence level 
I. 1    < electrostatic low-frequency oscillation, was 0. 5 x lO"2 

hbr.um electric fields of high-frequency (Langmuir) oscillations. The 4 at the 
wave front was determined to be S x 10-3. Finding, show that high-fre^uency 
no se develops much more rapidly and relaxes earlier than low-frequency 

Zaytsev.   S.  G. . and I.  K.   F.worskaya.    Calculation 
of shock wave propagation in .   mapn«.toKagdynamic 
channe>»    MZhiC,  no.   5,   1970.   180-184.          

loni^H0^ "7 Ve,OCity "'  Mach nUmber M' d*'""yP. temperature T.  and 
lomzatlon level a were calculated behind a shock wave propagating along a 
magnetog^sdynamic channel across a magnetic field.    Shock wave propfgatlon 

Tf    tatVanJoh" -   T 0f diff"e"tia, -*netogasdynamlc equation^. e'quatVon. 
of state,  and Ohm's law. approximating one-dimensional flow.    The approximation 

.yZT Vt ef'fe ntdUfCedHCUrrHen, ^ '""" ^ ^ -^ 0f * -ctionalTec^e    " system.    The effect of induced magnetic field Is also disregarded    because 

set of equations In Lagranglan coordinates take. Into account an ar« WM 
vl.co.ltyo> by .ub.tltutlng the function C = p + „ for p.    A thin tran.ltlon.l 
Uyer i. thereby .ub.tltut^d for a dl.contlnulty .urface.    The .et of equations 

pa'rlmer^ ^ imP,lCit ^""'^ •***" - then solved for the flow       ' 
r*  *!!.       y an

i
,teraMon ^«^ developed by Tlkhonov and Samarskly. 

IntZl ." r?       are ,hOWn ^ Fi8-   , f0r AP *» M-      12 *- -gne.ic field 
r^     \J Uni,i-    Co*****™ ••»• -ade for the length of .he interaction 
frontVthe ZSZ^ ^ ^ ' and l4-' Cm' and l' *>' ,0 to" pressures" front of the incident wave. Compression wave formation I. brought about by 
a drag on particle, in the channel,  a. the re.ult of ponderomotive force actL 

of maC3:'ct
n WaVe' ""^ T' a, "  ,ime M in POint   X*'  Whe" ^ -8io of max mum change in ga. parameter, begin..    The .imultaneously formed 

expan.ion wave rau.e. attenuation of the wave S.    Formation of a T-layer In 
the region of contact dl.contlnuUy and a .Imultaneou. increa.e in a peak along 
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Fig. la.    Trajectories of ionizing shock 
wave S and drag wave T* propagating in the 
channel at distance 0 < x^ L:    solid line - with 
allowance for relaxation;   dotted line - 
relaxation time ■ 0, 
Fig.   lb.    Flow parameters distribution along 
propagation direction, 

0 < x < L region is shown.    Comparison of p computations with experimental 
data revealed a satisfactory agreement which supports application of the 
computation method to the description of shock wave propagation In a pulsed 
magnetogasdynamlc channel. 

Slnkevlch,  O.  A.    Stability of a plane lonlzlnp 
shock wave.    DAN SSSR.  v.   199.  no.   1,   1971,  48-50. 

Stability of a supersonic shock wave front Is an-lyzed with respect to 
• mall shifts of the frontal plane from the equilibrium position.    The wave 
propagates with the yOz plane In the direction x < 0.    Flectrical conductivity 
behind the front Is assumed to be . •.    The initial shift is given by 

U^-U'V. (11 

Linearized equations with boundary conditions describe small perturbations of 
gas dynamic parameters behind the shock front.    These perturbations are 
seemingly caused by a small initial shift from the equilibrium position.    Only 
perturbations which propagate In a plane perpendicular to an ui.perturbed 
magnetic field are considered.    Variations in amplitude f (t)/^0 or the shift are 
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expressed by an integral.    Integration by the method of steepest descents gave 
the condition of stability of the plane shock wave front. 

Ut)/U~t-*' (2) 

whi. ,, differ,  from the condition obtained for a finite a .     In the analyzed MM 

wa^^ed'ucr^ ^'^ *"* Un'table r^^ ** - "«-n of neutral oscillations 
was deduced from the cited integral expression.    The relative positions of 
these regions shift with changes In magnetic field Induction and a derivative 
along the shock adlabatlc curve. 

Poluboyarlnov.   A.   K.   and N.   I.   Splrln.    Interaction 
of a shock wave with a tangential discontinuity. 
I-FZh.  v. 21,  no.  2,   1971.  251-256. 

Flow Instability Is examined for noncalculable supersonic jets reflected 
from an obstacle and Interacting with a line of tangential discontinuity.    ^ 
shock wave equation was derived In the form 

M' + B? + Cl + D=0. (1) 

whereas a parameter of shock intensity and the coefficients A,  B.  C,  D are 
functions of k . Cp/Cv and Mach numbers Mi and M2 of gas flow below and 
above the   ine of tangential discontinuity,   respectively.    The computed real 
roots f of (1) were plotted versus M2 -  1-20 at M, = 1-6.    The^f(M2) plots 
were used to determine the relative M! and M2 values for which a stable 
stationary Interaction Is possible between the compression shock and tangential 
discontinuity      The region of stability Is shown to the right of the BAC line in 
Mg.   1.    In the case of a shock wave reflected from an obstacle,  the region of 

3D 

Fif?.   1.     The region of Mj and M2 values, 
in which stationary interaction is possible. 
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«table interaction (M3 <1) is reduced to that shown to the right of the DEF 
hne.    The confiRuration of the region of stable interaction in this case suggests 
that a stationary position of the reflected shock is impossible in the underexpanded 
jet zone immediately behind a critical cross-section of the near-axial flow 
from the Mach disc. 

Maksimov,  A.  M. ,  and Yu.   A.   Nikuyev.    Discharge 
characteristics in an induced electric field in argon 
behind a shock wave front.    TVT,  no.  2.   1971,  236-239. 

,. ,., Cu"ent-voltage characteristcs and the time sweep of discharge between 
cold W and Cu electrodes in an MHD channel were studied in a supersonic 
argon plasma,  both in ti.e presence and absence  of a transverse magnetic 
field.    The region of weak currents was carefully examined to measure the 
breakdown voltage V».    The I-U characteristics (Fig.   1) show that U0 measured 
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Fig.   1,    Current-voltage characteristics 
of discharge between W electrodes in applied 
,1) and induced (2) electric fields (N      1.2S T, 
R-variable).    A,  C-U0 in field (1),  with and 
without preliminary ionization; B,   D-in field (2). 

in field (1) at B     0  is lower than 1'0 calculated In the absence of ionization 
at B .0  (65 vs 500 V).  and ü0 at B -  1.25 T equals 140 V (at the end of sector 
I of the characteristic).    The II and III sector boundaries indicate transition 
from l.igh-pressure glow discharge to arc discharge.    The substantial increase 
In conductivity in sector V is due to the Joule energy dissipation which becomes 
large enough to produce ionization in approximately 1 M sec.    Assuming that 
breakdown occurs in the cathodic surface layer,  the cited data and U0 data at 
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a variable B and a constant load were in good agreement with a theory in the 
literature which accounts for a decrease in electron mobility in a transverse 
magnetic field. Photographs are given of time sweeps of the arc discharge 
at B = 1.2S T showing a stretching of arc in the direction of propagation and 
periodic breakdowns along the chord of the stretched arc as the result of arc 
interaction with supersonic gas flow. These phenomena lead to formation of 
inhomogeneous conductivity regions in the MHD channel. 

Naboko,  I.  M.  and T.  V.  Bazhenova.    Flow 
parameters in CO-,.   N? and CO?-N? mixtures 
behind a shock wave.    TVT,  no.   3,   1971,  550-556. 

Nonequilibrium values for Mach number M2 were calculated for the 
flow immediately behind a shock wave front under a variety of assumptions 
concerning molecular vibrational excitation and dissociation.    The front 
propagated at Mj = 5-10 in C02-N2 mixtures and In pure N2 and C02.    The 
best agreement between the calculations and the earlier experimental M2 data 
was obtained under assumptions of the absence of asymmetric stretching 
vibration and dissociation in C02, as well as of molecular vibration of N2 In 
pure N2 and the C02-N2 mixtures.  The boundary layer effect along the wall 
of a shock tube on values of M2 and flow velocity along the vapor lock was 
evaluated experimentally and theoretically on the basis of the method of Mlrels. 
The M2 data calculated for N2 without allowance for boundary layer effect were 
10% higher than the experimental M2 data obtained at a distance greater than 
or equal to 1/3 of the length of vapor lock.    The agreement between calculated 
and experimental M2 In N2 and a 70% N2-30% CÜ2 mixture was improved by 
introducing a correction calculated by the Mirels method.    In contrast, a 
correction for M2 In C02 and a 75% C02 - 25% N2 mixture by this method 
Increased the discrepancy with the experimental M2 because of a different flow 
structure In a gas with complex molecules.    The difference In flow structure 
between an N2 or N2-rlch mixture and C02 was evident In Shlleren photographs 
of the streamline flow In a shock tube.    It was concluded that the flow behind 
a shock wave with M = 5-10 at 1 atm pressure does not attain equilibrium in 
100 - 150MSec,  dissociation does not occur,  and N2 molecular vibration and 
C02 asymmetric stretching vibration of C02 are abdent. 
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Sysun,  V.   V. ,  Yu.  G.   Basov,  B.   V.  Skvortsov,  and 
V.  I,   Roldugin.    Optical phenomena in the interaction 
of oppoiing shock wave» with ga« discharge platma. 
TVT.  no.  2,   1971.  257-261. 

Plasma emissions were studied experimentally in an H-form Xe-filled 
discharge tube (Fig.  1) In an effort to improve the characteristics, and 
expand applications of pulsed gas discharge sources of optical emissions. 

Fig.   1.    Schematic diagram of an 
experimental H-shaped discharge device. 

The optical emission in this tube device results from interaction between two 
opposing strong shock waves and between the fronts of the reflected wavos and 
the gas discharge plasma.    The shock waves were generated between two 
parallel discharge gaps located at opposite ends of a 108 mm long quartz 
tube (1) at 50 torr Xe pressure.    An initial low-energy flash was created by 
the discharge of a battery of capacitors (4,  5, 6) of a total inductance   of 40 M H , 
which increased the rise time of the following short flash current by diminishing 
the thermal shock effect on the walls of the flash-lamp.    A second main flash 
initiated by the discharge of a low-inductance («. 0. 3* H) capacitor battery (2) 
at 15-29 kV was delayed by 100 n sec relative to the start of the first flash. 
High-speed photorecording» and x-t plots of the shock wave propagation show 
that the maximum energy of the short (10-50 * sec) discharges is increased 
by a factor of 5 and erosion of the electrodes and wear of the tube is decreased 
in the H-form device,  in comparison to standard cylindrical lamps of an equal 
capacity.    The experiments thus demonstrate the  feasibility of designing 
high-intensity pulsed light source« with short flash times. 
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fig,  I.    WAV« •ystem |n a doubl«. 
.HUphr.gm .hck tub«,   t . Hm«. . . ^.u„c«: 
1-12 - r«flons of uniform fMiram«t«rs: 
^1. Ag, A,2 - croM-««ctlon« of ch«mb«rt: 
K|,K2 - contact surfacot. 

K7 tS't 0f !9 •<»UÄtlon«-    Allowanc« w«. m«d« for p«rturbatlon. A» 
by th« boundary ,ay«r in th« mldd.« chambar. by InTrXta^ltÄ caused 

; iramaur 

ö-^MO-IMA/^M. (I) 

«8/AI -  i and chambart 8 and 12 fill.,' «..•u i ■ _ -••'"• 
ca,culat.d both ..tHout .Mow^cWr^rd^rX'rVMC ^^^5^. 
for laminar (C,     0.01 - 0. 1) and turb-l.nt /C.     H     1 mi. . i"11" ll1 

optimum parameter, for a tube of kr ^ ..1«..,    Vw '•"• rl*,d 

and any two parameter.     A ^IVT       ^ommtry, a known gaa m chamber I. 
r      o P-rametera.   A comparison of th« velocities Uf and Vf* of S, 
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i «IcuUted with and without «llow*nr« for th« boiwitUry Uy«r behind S,. 
r««p«ctlv«|y. with th* Vf dau mM*ur*d at /g . 2m. dg • O.OSm. pjj • 200 «tm. 
and p| 5 O.Ol.lOtorr show« that  U£ la conaiatantly CIOMF to uj than to Ut*. 
It ia concludod that U, data mora affactlvoly approxtmatoa asparimonUl 6, In 
a doubt«-diaphragm ahock tub«. 

Taatov. V. C .  Ytt. S.  Lobaatov. and T.  V.  Baahonova. 
audy of nonaqutlibrum ioniaatlon by maana ol micro» 
wv radiation in a ahocti way propaftlng tn arion. 
ZhTF.  no.  6.   1971.   1196-1200. 

Toatov.  V. C..  Yu. S.  Lobaatov. and T.  V.  Baahonova. 
.Study of ionUaticn raU«ation bahlnd tha front of a 
raflactad ahock wava In araon.    TVT.  no.  4.   1<»T1. 
840-8S1. 

Exporimontal raaulta «ro proaontod for aolf-radiation, abaorptlon. 
•nd raflactlon of mir rowavaa at 12. * GHa ( 2 • 2. 4 cm» In Ar haatad by a 
ahock wava at a 2 .  10 torr initial praaaura and 6 . 9 M0 velocity of th« Incldant 
wava.    Thla study waa carrlad out In a ahock tub«, with th« aim of clarifying 
thf problam of Initial loniaatton of monatomic g«a«a by ualng mlcrowav« 
radiation.    Thla tharmal radiation provldaa inf     nation on «Urtron t«mp«ratur« 
T# and «|«ctron concontration N# in th« plaama.    Th« «sp«rlm«ntal aat.up. 
m«aaur«m«nta and oadlloacop« rarordinga of aalf.radiation, and th« abaorptlon 
co«fflcl«nt ara daacribad.    Radiation d«tect«d at a dlatanc« ol M cm in front 
of tha comprcaalon ahoc«. Indicated tha praaanc« of fraa «Urtrona with N# i 0.01 
of tha aqulllbrlum valu« b«h|nd tha ahock wav«.    A d«lay In absorption of 
alectromagnatic wavaa In ralatlon to amlaalon pulae indicatad furthar that 
microwava amlaalon in front of and bahlnd th« ahock wava ia apitharmal at 
N# <10     /cm5.    Th« obaarvad pra-loniaation undar tha «Kparlmantal conditlona 
waa ahown to ba cauaad by a aodium Impurity of -10-'% in th« ahock tub«. 

Mor« dlacuaaion oi tha aama anparlmant ia givan by th« authora in 'ha 
aacond aourca rafaranca.    Ilara lhay alao nota that Ionisation ralaxatlon tima 
bahlnd tha raflartad wav«. aa a function of Mach numbar.  ahowad ayatamatically 
highar valuaa than th« adjuatad reaulta of Rayaar at al (PMTF.  1,   140.   19611». 
It ia concluded that Ionisation In tha raflartad wava ia conaldarably alowar than 
in th« lncld«nt wava undar th« aama conditlona. bocauaa of large radiativ« 
loaaaa in tha formar. 
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Yttfimov,  A.  S.    Prog^Mtog of shock wave» in | 
free »pac«.    MZhlC,   no.   S.   1971.   163-166. 

Em«rg«nc« of A «hock wave from an •«l.ymmelrlc channel and its 
propegeuon i«to • free .pace ere en.ly.ed by the method of ch.recterl.tic. 
Prop.f.tlon from the channel cut-off through en Infinite medium of M ideal 
M. t. de.cribed by nonlinear equation, of motion. 

where S and f are Independent variable., and x and y are coordinate, of the 
frontal point, in the direction of the .ymmetry a«i. and perpendicular to that 

!f cl Hi ^     .     'I bl#m •0,Utl0n Wa' ""MlllHtl ^^ced to calculation 
of one.dlmen.ional wave, propagating along and interacting with the .hock 

The^ir K        !";    .Th* ^^ 0f ch*"ct-"-»c. wa. applied .tarting from 
the flr.t charact.rl.tlc .merging from the angular point x = 0. y = 1 and 

fmm.^.^ 'n •qU*ti0r [" • •tP*ltht »"••    The now parameter, in the reglor 

IZbA; U^      fl     £?* ^^ WÄV* fr0nt W•r• "mP"»^ for Initial Mach 
number. M, - 1.6 - 20.0 and a I. 4 ratio of .peclflc heat capacity «.    Familie. 
of *(y   . „rve. computed for different time, at Ma      4. 0 and M .how that .ho 

r.cVr.lr.r. .    K0.TV.CUr,;,d "^ *' " >12 n"r,y •P**'^'  ^hile .hock Inten.ity 
decrea... In both direction..    Nearly .elf-.lmllar formula, were derived 

r'e^on    and / ^ lnt:0düCln« ,h# "*  '' X" *'  '•Utlv« ** *■ ^utH of undl.turbed 
region, and f 0. a characterl.tic of the pr.e.ure differential at the .hock wave 

Zolotov.kiy.  O.   A..   V.   1.  Koroteyev.   R.   Kh. 
Kurtmullayev. and V.   N. Semenov.    A thermal 
.hock wave in pla.ma.     DAN SSSR,  v.   197.   no.   3 
1971.   S64-567. 

Heat tran.fer in a colli.lonle.. pla.ma along a magnetic field wa. 
—  ftlpllttoa nN.4 device under condition, favorable to generation of .hock 
wave.      Turbulent heating of a hydrogen pla.ma wa. accompll.hed In a cylindrical 
v...el.  by mutual annihilation of two counter magnetic field.:   a longitudinal 
qua.^.tatlonary field H0» 20r - 1.800 oe. and a rapidly variable H    field 

"d"".    .1 ! ?"^ COi, '* 0ne end 0f the Plll-ma vo,ume-    The mea.urement. 
Indicate that the magnetic field and pla.ma den.lty in the turbulent region 
decree., .lmult.neou.ly with the appearance of hot electron..    The experimental 
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Tn^Vl      M   ^oVf/161?'  h0t •leCtr0n «•«"«—«it-,  and pU.m. potential 
in the (I  - 6) x 10»3/cm3 reRlor. of initial den.itie. N0(A region) differed 
-harply    r«n, profiie. in the N0 < |fIS/e|l|l ..^^ fB^ÜS    The data were 
.n.e  preted .n term, of the counter flow of cold electron! created by the Z 

Tron ?n th    A   8enerated ^ ^ indUCti0n COn-    The •*•»•»*• of the .tationary front .n the A region i. related to the friction between cold electron, and L. 
cau.ed by acou.to-lonlc inability.    The mea.ured magnetic  field front pira 
me er. agree Wlth theoret|caI thermaI ^ wave *m i.coZZeä 

ditlertr'r P;0P?ati0n 0f the -hOCk Wave *»• cou,d ** »sieved by
0nClUded 

w.v7      "an.ferrl^^T .C,OUd al0ng * ma8netiC ^    "^ ^^ * «- wave i. tran.ferred by hot electron,  only. 

Tumakayev. C. K. ,   T.   V.   Zhlkhareva. and V    R 
Lazov.kaya.    Kinetic, of phy.lco-chemical proce^.e. 
in mercury vapor, in a .hock tube.   1.  State of ga. in~ 
front of a .hock wa™      ZhTF.  no.  9.   1971.   1986-1995. 

ion^/ th•°retlca, ana»y«i- wa. made of the kinetic, of excitation and 

nat™ irth"   2 :t0m- ahead 0f a ihOCk WaVe fr0nt Wlth *"—« '- * -mbl 
proce.^l.      Th! r

0T,nan; '^^ at0m-at0'" a"d «lectron-atom colli.lon 
proce.,e..    The rate, of elementary proce..e. and kinetic, of electron gas 
heating were ca culated at 2 cm ahead of an incident .hock wave propagafing 

aLlb       "** ^ Wlth "f" R ' V65 Cm-    Concentration. oMhe 
toZl   ^ß   ^n1^' andM   P   and 6  P2 -«ta.table atom, were a..u 
tobeZxlO1'.   I0l\  0.8x1013.  and 0. 7 x 10»3/cm3t  „.pectively    and 
relaxation r.one length to be 0. 92 cm.    The analy.i. wl. ba'ed on   L author. 

^^rnrorarirT,dataonthepopuiation^      12 ^v^Zo' the front of a .hock wave, and on We.tern .ource data^i're.onance radiation 
dlffuaion. ga. dl.charge. and pla.ma decompo.ltion.    The electron ga. 

ThThlar" T"/0"^ t0 be Te - 6000OK ver.u. a 500OK atomic temperature 
atom 7. :0n gai hi*hU*ht** the i-portance of nonela.tic electron. 

IhlaTof   h      :' i"      ' P0pU,atl0n of 63P0. 1.2 «täte, within a limited region 
ahead of the .^ock wave.    The cro....ect{on. of atom-atom colli.ion. fo'r the 
iZSSu.      l5f6 ^2 »""..tion. and the rate con.tant of formation of the 
excited Hg molecule are al.o calculated.    When the cited value, are con.tant 
a..ociatlve lonizatlon i. the predominant proce.. con.tant. 

med 
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Tugay.akov.   R.   Ya,  and A.  S.   Fonarev.    Initial 
colliBton phaae belwcen blast wave«.    MZhiC. 
no.  5.   1971,  41-48. 

A mathematical analysis was made of the collision of two blast waves 
propagating in opposition as well as blast wave reflection from a plane, 
cylindrical, or spherical wall.    Collision was analyzed in its initial phase 
assuming a random distribution of gas parameters,  i. e. ,  p. p , and u, behind 
the wave front.    Each of the four regions formed by collision of two plane 
waves (Fig.   1) is described by a set of gas dynamic equations with boundary 

Fig.   1.    Diagram of collision of two 
plane waves in »he rt plane:   r - coordinate, 
t - time, dotted line - contact discontinuity. 

conditions.    A solution of these equations for p,  p ,  and u in the ilrst approxi- 
mation (for regions 2 and 3) is presented in the form of linear functions 

p,. - A, f B,l.      «., ^ C. + HZ,      p.( - f, + G.I (1) 

where f = r/t and A^  Bi, C|(  F^ Q|(  Hj are arbitrary constants.    The 
conditions for determining these constants were formulated for given parameters 
in regions 1 and 4.    The linear function». (1) and the  formulas for unknown 
constants were applied In a specific case characterised by p(r) and p(r)  plots 
for different t.    The parameters P2,  p £, and U2 In region 2 behind a blast 
wave reflected from a rigid wall were formulated as functions of ^and t using (U. 
It was shown that in a first approximation P2 Is a function of t only,  and lU is a 
function of r only.    A specific example of p^, p 2.  and V2 calculations demonstrates 
the applicability of linear formulas to a description of the initial phase of wave 
reflection. 
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Krylov. S.  V..  A.   L.  Rudmiakiy.  V.   D. Suvorov. 
•nd A.   L.  Krylov«.    firmp »*i»nm   r»»«.i>r« h tn the 
SiUir Rtdite romoo.    G«olugiy« i geoftctk«. no.   7. 
1971.   79-85. 

Th« slructur« o( th« E«rth's irual «Jong « 500 km long prolil« 
(••• Fig.  1) «.russing th« w««i«rn Sib«ri«n pint«,  i h« «nposwd fMri of UM 

S«l«ir «nlultnonum.  «nd lh« Ku«n«t«k d«pr«««ion h«« b««n siadicd using 
the point d««p-««i«mic sounding method.    Th« r«*ull» «r« presented in 
Figure 2 tn th« form of e velocity sei lion «long th« Ov«chktno--B«rn«ul • • 
Uel  -Nsryk profit«. 

Fig.   1.    USS Profil«« 

I - 1'reernt prulile; i - previous profile«. 
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Th« ••lamic diacontinuitics observed (^,  1, U and M)  are inter- 
prated as the basement aurface.  two interfaces within the consolidated 
crust,  and the Mohorovicic discontinuity,   respectively.    Three large 
blocks corresponding to major geological structurea have been identified. 

te*aM **■<! mm*m~ 

S»    CD*    CD»    G>    CE' 4» 

Fig.  2.    Velocity Section. 

I  • Seiamic discontinuities: abasement surface in the 
western Siberian platform; ^'-basement surfaces in the 
Kusnetsk depression;   I.  II - intercruslal discontinuities; 
M  • Mohorovicic discontinuities; 2 - tsolincs of layer 
velocities in km/sec; 3 - depths based on refracted- 
wave data; 4 - depths based on reflect.-«i-wave data; 
5 - assumed deep fault.ng »one«; v  v - refractor and mean 
velocities in km/sec; «•  ■ density in gr/cm . 

I)     The western block with * rustal thickness of 40 km corresponds 
to the western Siberian platform segment of the profile.    Sedimentary 
cover in this bhuk is very thin.   i.e..  about I km.    Refracting surface I 
i« at a depth of 4  s km.  with vr     b. lb km/sec,  and at a depth of 2-5km. 
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with vr= 6.05 km/sec,  at the western and eastern parts of the block, 
respectively.    Surface I is not detected in the central part of the block. 
Reflecting surface ll'is at a depth of 22 km,  and the mean velocity in 
the rock above this surface is 6.2 km/sec.     The Mohorovicic discontinuity 
is an almost horizontal surface at a depth of 40 km with v  = 8. 0 km/sec. 
This mean velocity above this surface is 6.4 km/sec. r 

2)     The central block corresponding to the Salair anticlinorium 
segment of the profile is separated from the other two blocks by deep 
faulting zones.    The crustal thickness of this block increases sharply 
to 46 km on the average.    Refracting surface 1 is not observed and 
velocities in the upper part of the crust in this block are high,   i. e. , 
6. 0 - 6. 3 km/sec.    Reflecting surface llf  at a depth of 17-18 km,  is 
observed only in the western part of the block.    The mean velocity 
above this surface is 6. 3 km/sec.    The Mohorovicic discontinuity with 
vr =8.0 km/sec is down-warped.    The mean velocity of 6.4 km/sec 
above the Mohorovicic is higher in comparison with the adjacent blocks. 
This block is characterized by inverse structural forms of intercrustal 
interfaces relative to the Mohorovicic discontinuity. 

3)     The eastern block corresponds to the Kuznetsk depression. 
The crustal thickness of this block decreases to 38 km,  while the base- 
ment surface,  dipping to the east,   is at * depth of 6-10 km.    Reflecting 
surface II at a depth of 30 km ends abruptly at the boundary with the 
central block. 

Gravity anomalies along the profile have been calculated and 
found to be in agreement with observational data with an accuracy of    t 10 mgal8t 

The degree of isostatic equilibrium between the blocks using P =    Zff,//,^ 
const   (where P is pressure,^  and ^   are density and thickness oT'the 
layers)   has been evaluated,  and 14. 5^,   14.40.  and 14. 51 kbar values for 
the central and eastern blocks are obtained.    This indicates that the blocks 
are in a state close to isostatic equilibrium. 

Bulin,  N. K.    Structure of the earth's crust aloni^ 
the Caspian Sea - Hindu Kush profile.    Sovetskaya geoloaiya 
no.   1,  1972.  139-146! * y 

The deep structure of the earth's crust along a 1820-km-long 
profile through Central Asia is studied.    The results of the seismological 
analyses of earthquake records made at 126 observation stations in the 
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1957-1965 period and deep seismic sounding along a number of profiles 
carried out in the 1958-1966 period are summarized.    The analyses are 
based on PS waves generated by near and distant earthquakes,  SP waves 
from deep earthquakes,   and 5 different vertical profiles compiled from 
deep seismic sounding data. 
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Fig.   1.    Caspian Sea -- Hindu Kush Profile 

1 - Joint profile; 2 - DSS and RWCM (refracted-wave 
correlation methodjprofiles with year indicated. 

A combined geological seismic section along the Caspian Sea- 
Hindu Kush profile is shown in Figure 2.    Three major tectonic structures 
are crossed by the profile,   i.e.,  the Turanskaya platform,   the Tadzhik 
depression and Pamir. 

The following seismic discontinuities are identified and one (A) is 
given geological interpretation: 

1) Palezoic folded basement surface at a depth of 0--8 km,   with 
refraction velocity vr = 5. 6--6. 3 km/sec.    It is interpreted as the surface 
of the consolidated crust. 

2) Discontinuity A within the granitic--metamorphic layer at a depth 
of 8-20 km,  with vr ■ 6.0--6.7 km/sec.    This discontinuity is interpreted 
as »he surface of the crystalline formation of the granitic-metamorphic 
layer.    It is conformal with the Paleozic basement surface within uniform 
tectonic structure and non-conformal in regions separating major tectonic 
structural elements. 
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Fig.  2.    Deep geological-seismic section along 
the Caspian Sea - Hindu Kush profile 

1 - Earthquake recording points;   2-6 - seismic boundaries 
determined by PS earthquake waves:   2 - discontinuity A; 
3 - discontinuity B; 4 - discontinuity M;    5 - discontinuity 
M.    in the upper mantle; 6 - other discontinuities in the 
earth's crust and upper mantle; 7 - seismic boundaries 
determined by deep seismic sounding (DSS) < f refracted- 
wave correlation method (RV/CM); 8 - refraction surface, 
interpreted as the surface cf the basement; 9 - zones of 
deep faulting,   based on geological-geophysical data; 
10 - fault zones in the granite-metamorphic layer and sedi- 
mentary cover,   based on   DSS and RWCM data;   11 - faults 
based M DSS and RWCM data; 12 - subvertical deep zones 
within the  consolidated crust (based on PS earthquake 
waves); 13 - refraction velocity of compressional seismic 
waves in km/sec,   based on DSS and RWCM data; 14 - the 
same,  mean velocity; 15 -K  - vA     mean velocity ratio 
for compressional and  shear waves. 
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I, .     ^3i      Di8continuity B or the Conrad discontinuity is found at a depth 

of 16-30 km.  with vr - 6. 8--7.0 km/sec.    Along many segments of the 
profile,  this discontinuity is only approximately identified.    It is inter- 
preted as a surface below which crustal rocks are characterized by a 
compressional wave velocity of 7.0 km/sec and higher. I 

:. 

a 

<„     Ä.    Dl8COntinuity M or the Moho'0vicic discontinuity at a depth 
of37--52km.  with vr ^ 8. I--8.3 km/sec except for v    = 7. 5--7. 8 km/sec 
m the Karshinskaya Steppe region which implies an an^sotropy of seismic 
wave velocity at the 40--45 km depth interval for that segment of the 
profile.    The M discontinuity is an  interface of strong reflections and 
mode changes for seismic waves along almost the profile.    The A     /A 
ratio varies from 0. 05- -0. 3 for the Turanskaya platform to P8      P 

0.2--0.8 for Tadzhik depression and Pamir regions. 

5)      Discontinuity   M     at a depth of 56--66 km is the deepest 
discontinuity and is identified almost exclusively by PS earthquake waves 
It is interpreted as one of the discontinuities in the upper mantle. 

A number  of deep subvertical discontinuity zones extending from 
the earth s surface to the Mohorovicic discontinuity,  as well as deep zones 
within individual layers   (along   which intercrustal interfaces and the 
Mohorovicic discontinuity are dislocated) were observed (see Fig.  2) 
These are interpreted as deep faulting zones. 

On the Turanskaya platform part of the profile,  the crustal thick- 
ness is 37--46 km with a predominant value of 40 km.    The Tadzhik 
depression is characterized by a crustal thickness of 39 ^   2 km.    In the 
Pamir region,   the crustal thickness increases to 46--52 km. 

The Turanskaya platform and Tadzhik depression are character- 
ized by the same crustal thickness,  despite their different geological 
development.    Thus,   the conclusion was made that deep seismic and 
seismological studies of deep crustal structures have to be more 
detailed and should include the   analysis of detailed features at crustal 
interfaces and the dynamic characteristics of PS waves corresponding to 
the same interfaces,   .f they are to be used for comparative studies of 
tectonic structure. 
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Rulev,   B.   G.    The earthquake and explosion focus as a 
double projector of seismic waves.    IN:   Eksperimental'naya 
seysmologiya   (Experimental seismology).    Mo.kva,    Izd-vo 
Nauka,   1971,    65-75. 

An attempt to apply the results of the study of focus and wave 
dynamics of explosiono to the study of earthquakes has been made.    Data 
on seismic waves and study of their sources in the case of explosions 
have been reviewed. 

Three types of seismic waves are observed in a continuous medium 
in the case of an explosion; two as first arrivals and one as a later arrival. 
One high-frequency wave observed as a first arrival is identified   as a com- 
pressional P-wave.    Another,  designated as a P   -wave made it possible to 
propose the existence of an additional source of Seismic waves in the case 
of explosions.    This proposal was verified by a study of the processes in 
the medium after an explosion. 

Analysis of P      waves from earthquake are discussed (Somvile 1931 
Oliver and Major I960;  Solovyev 1964,  Kondorskaya   1967.  and others) and 
their interpretation of that wave is questioned.    An interpretation of P      waves 
from an earthquake   (on the basis of the analogy between wave fields    L 

of explosions and earthquakes)   concludes that long period waves occur due 
to a focus consisting of two sources.    The two sources emit almost simul- 
taneous short and long-period waves. 

The focal region of explos ons and earthquakes is considered as a 
region emitting elastic waves.    The dimensions of earthquake foci of 
different energy classes are determined using an analogy with explosions. 
Durtocation velocities   (in P-waves) are extrapolated to the critical value 
Up    = 50 cm/sec.    Tl.e distance Ro,  corresponding to the critical value, 
is   regarded as the boundary of the focus.    Using the formula U     ■ 50(R   /r)2, 5 

[cm/sec],  Ro is determined:   Rü     O.ZlrU    0.4(m).    The value? 0 

obtained in        this way are vompared with Experimental data and found to be 
in good agreement. 

A comparison of the proposed two-source model of an earthquake 
focus was made with the Uctomc fracture mechanism of Belousov.    Short 
period P and S waves are associated with the generation of ruptures and 
long period PL   and SL waves with the shearing of blocks along the plane 

of   shear   fracture.    It is pointed out that the focal mechanisms of both 
weak and deep earthquake could be explained by this model. 
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Il is found that dislotations in long period waves in case of earth- 
quakes depend    upon absolute focal depth,  and not on relative focal depth. 
as for explosion».    This is explained by the fact that long-period waves 
are generated by shearina of blocks,  while on the other hand,  dislocation 
depends on fractional forces,  and not on the size of the focus. 

Shamina.  O.   G.    Ultraaonic modelling of possible patterns 
of the structure ^ the upper mantle.    IN:   AN SSSR. 
Institut fiziki Zemli.    Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya 
(Experimental seisr.ology).    Moskva.  Izd-vo Nauka,  1971, 
254-258. 

Three different laboratory models,  which were constructed accord- 
ing to Jeffreys.   Lehmann and Gutenberg two-layer velocity models of the 
upper mantle,have been studied with ultrasonic waves.    Epicentral dis- 
tances A < 3000 km and focal depths H   ^ 300 km were modeled with an 
interface at a depth of 170 km assumed for all three models.    Time dis- 
tance curves for first arrivals,  A(x) - amplitude distance curves for P-wave 
different values of focal depth h - and A(h) - amplitude depth curves for 
different values of epicentral distances - were plotted and analyzed. 

The mam characteristic of the three models is found to be a 
minimum in the shadow zone  on A(h) curves which uniquely indicated 
the existence of a waveguide.    Comparibon  of A(h) curves for laboratory 
models was   made with A( H) curves obtained from Hindu  Kush earth- 
quake seismograms of the vertical component (epicentral distances 
100--2300 km.  focal depths to 250 km).    A(H) curves for the Hindu Kush 
earthquakes agree best with A(h) for the Gutenberg model.    It is con- 
cluded that ui   the upper mantle in the Central Asia region,  there exists 
a waveguide centered at a depth of 160 km. 

Bugayevskiy,  G.  N. .  and   V.   A.  Rogozhina.    Determining 
the dip of the base of the crust based on seismic-wave arrival 
times   at an array of statiomT    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki 
Zemli.    Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya (Experimental 
seismology).    Moskva,  lzd-vo Nauka,   1971,   270-281. 

Three groups of seismograms (165 in all) recorded in 1961-1963 
by three seismographic arrays located in the Dushanbe-Garm-Namangan 
region were analyzed in order to determine the orientation of the bottom 
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of the earth's crust.    The method for determining the orientation of 
refracting surfaces,   using components of wave front orientation cal- 
culated from the arrival times at a seismograph array has been used. 
Azimi.thal directions of arrival and angles of emergence for P-waves 
are calculated.    Azimuthal anomalies,   differences between   calculated 
and true azimuths and angle-of-emergence anomalies,  differences be- 
tween calculated and Jeffrey's  angle are obt ained.    Orientation of 
the bottom of the earth's crust is determined from the characteristics 
of the variations of these anomalies with azimuth.    Distributions of signs 
of anomalies with respect to azimuths and azimuths corresponding to 
zero anomalies obtained for three groups of seismograms give evidence 
of a dip in the azimuthal directions 120ö,   130° and 150°.    It is suggested 
that the bottom of the earth's crust in the Dushanbe-Garm-Namangan 
region is characterized by downwarping in the direction toward Pamir, 
as well as by the existence of a root under the Pamir mountain range. 

Veytsman,   P.  S. ,  and I.  N.   Galkin.    Certain capabilities 
of seismic methods for studyintt the crust.    IN:   AN SSSR. 
Institut fiziki Zemli.    Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya 
(Experimental seismology).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1971 
210-217. 

The capabilities of the deep seismic sounding method for detailed 
and precise study of velocity distribution in t he   Earth's crust and 
upper mantle have been considered,   and data on deep seismic sounding 
at sea in the transition zone from the Asian continent to the Pacific 
Ocean have been analyzed.    On the basis of this analysis,  capabilities 
of the method have been evaluated and some improvements suggested. 

Absolute amplitude distance curves for a minimum and maximum 
• ignal are compared with an average   (from more than 1000 observations) 
absolute amplitude distance curve.   It is believed that the dispersion of 
amplitudes around the average curve contains useful information   on fine 
structural details;   however,  the average amplitude of first arrivals are 
comparable with average microseism level at a distance of 200 km.    This 
distance is regarded as the maximum distance for deep seismic sounding 
at sea and the corresponding depth of investigations is 30-40 km.    The 
relationship between deep seismic sounding and seismological methods 
has    been discussed.    It has been verified that the   deep seismic sounding 
method can be combined with seismological data to yield sufficiently pre- 
cise depth determinations,   if first arrivals are missing at long distances. 
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Seismic wave field composition has been discussed and the limit 
of the seismic method,  due to random fluctuations of amplitudes,   is found 
to be 1000 km.    At that distance,  certain characteristics of the amplitude 
distance curve are shaded by random amplitude components. 

The nonuniqueness of the interpretation of deep seismic sounding 
data caused by the uncertainties of the assumed crustal model is dis- 
cussed.    A solution for this problem .s suggested by computer selection 
of the best crustal models out of a large number of possible ones.    On the 
basis of 27 such selected crustal models (out of 900 possible) for the 
continental region of the transition zone,   the interpretation   of the deep 
seismic sounding data obtained for a profile at Tatarskiy Strait on the 
island of Sakhalin has been accomplished.    The depth of the Mohorovicic 
discontinuity is determined   with an error of 1-4 km,  crustal velocity 
with an error of 0. 2-0. 4 km/sec,  and the velocity gradient with an error 
of 0. 001 sec    .      The existence of a low  velocity layer in the lower part 
of the Earth's crust with the negative velocity gradient not exceeding 
0.02 sec       cannot be either positively proved or denied. 

Pevnev.  A.  K. ,  et al.    Recent vertical movements of the 
earth's surface in the Garm region and their geological-geo- 
morphological interpretation.    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fUiki 
Zemli.    Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya (Experimental 
seismology).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1971,  376-387. 

Geodetic observations over two loop traverses (Garm and Nimich) 
run in the seismically active Garm region have been analyzed in order to 
study recent deformations of the Earth's surface as an indicator of future 
earthquakes.    A geological-geomorphological interpretation of observed 
vertical movements has been made.    Data from repeat leveling along the 
traverses in the period 1957--1967   have been used.    The location of the 
geodetic traverses relative to geomorphological structures is shown on 
maps given m the text.    The results of the analysis in terms of displace- 
ment rate for datum points relative to the I960 level are given in the form 
of graphs and table».     A very steady displacement rate during the entire 
observational period with a maximum   of 10--11 mm/year and less 
regular,   r.ot exceeding 2-3 mm/year,   have been found for the Garm and 
Nimich traverses respectively.    The mterpretation that vertical motions 
of the Earth's surface revealed by geodeüc observation indicate recent 
tectonic processes in the crust has been made.    Thus,  the vertical 
motion observed on the Garm traverse reflects the contrast of the recent 
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dislocation in the deep-seated Surhab fault which is characterized by a 
complex structure.    It is suggested that the analyzed data are too 
limited to permit solution of the problem of the possible use of geodetic 
observations in earthquake prediction. 

Lukk,  A.  A.    Seismicity of the Pyandzh River basin and 
nonlinear patterns in the reoccurrence graph.    IN:   AN SSSR. 
Institut fiziki Zemli.    Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya 
(Experimental seismology).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1971 
297-313. 

The reoccurrence graph for earthquakes in the Pyandh River 
basin (^ 200, 000 km  )   has been analyzed in order to verify thj assumption 
of its linearity in the entire energy-class range and to stud/ its form.    It 
was shown that the relationship between number of weak and strong 
earthquake for the whole region is nonlinear.    The slope of the graph 
increases for stronger earthquakes starting at K = 12.    Variations of the 
form of the reoccurrence graph for five different parts of the region 
were noticed.    No correlation was found between the reoccurrence rate 
and geological characteristics of the region.    It was concluded that the 
high-level of reoccurrence of weak earthquakes is not a positive indica- 
tion of seismic danger.    In addition,   it was suggested the slope of the 
reoccurrence graph rather than A.Q   should be a criterion for defining 
a seismically active zone. 

Tsvetkov,   Ye.   P.    Statistical study of the spatial distri- 
bution of earthquakes.    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki Zemli. 
Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya   (Experimental seismology). 
Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,   1971,  282-297. 

The spatial distribution of earthquakes observed in the Garm- 
Oushanbe region in the energy range K = 7--13 has been studied.    As a 
measure of stability,  the correlation coefficient and mean  square dis- 
tance between the functions of epicentral density    determine^ for 
successive periods oi observation have been introduced. 

The effects of the   size of the area of averaging,   periods of obberva- 
tion and energy class on stability and magnitude of fluctuation have been 
evaluated.    It was found that the spatial   distribution of earthquakes in the 
Garm-Dushanbe region is static and stahie in time.    The character of 
fluctuation due to different periods of coservation is non-random.    The 
distribution of higher energy class earthquakes is more stable relative 
to the lower energy class of earthquakes. 
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Gayskiy,   V.  N.,  and R. S. Mikhaylova.    Study of some 
characteristics of the seismic process,  based on weak 
earthquakes.    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki Zemli. 
Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya   (Experimental seis- 
mology).    Moskva,  Izd-vo Nauka,  1971,   313-322. 

Observational data on weak earthquakes (K- 4—111 m the Garm 
epicentral region,  obtained by a high sensitivity seismic recording 
system, have been used to reveal some characteristics of the seismic 
process in time.    From an analysis of the temporal behavior of the 
seismic process   it was found that there existed sufficiently sharp 
separation of the time of the process  into a period of seismic activity 
and seismic background.    Active periods initiate suddenly and end 
slowly.    A fairly stable background level represents the major part of 
the seismic process both in time <md space.    The characteristics of the 
seismic process revealed from weak earthquakes were co.npared with 
those for intermediate earthquakes (K = 8--12) in the same region and 
found to be similar. 

Khalturin,   V.  I.    Seismic-wave attenuation in the crust of 
northern Tien Shan-    IN:   AN SSSR.    Institut fiziki Zemli. 
Eksperimental'naya seysmologiya (Experimeital seismology). 
Moskva, Izd-vo Nauka,  1971,  125-136. 

Attentuation characteristics of the earth's crust beneath northern 
Tien Shan have been evaluated for th«« purpose of a comparative study of 
the attenuation characteristics of the different regions and their correla- 
tion with the seismicity of those regions. 

Observational data on 423 local earthquakes with epicentral dis- 
tances ranging from 10 to 200 km and energy class from 6 to 9 have been 
analyzed.    Seismograms were recorded by the frequency-selective 
ChISS   seismic recording system consisting of a SVKM-m vertical seismo- 
graph (period 4,0 sec,  damping  D = 0, 35),  and a set of seven band-pass 
filters in the 0.24 - 29   Hz frequency     lange.    The spectrum-averaging 
method for evaluatuig attenuation parameters has been used.    The 
average variation of the amplitude ratio   Arn/An   with distance for 
various pairs of adjacent frequency channels is obtained from seismograms 
of a large number of earthquakes recorded at the same seismograph 
station. 
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Different factors causing dispersion,   such as complex wave 
field,  local structure,  energy load of the earthquakes,  are discussed. 
Graphs of K - log A   /A     vs distance r for P - and S - wsves are con- 
structed and analyzed.    Using these plots, differenrrs of attenuation 
coefficients CC      - OL       ^Ä and from them attenuation decrements 9f were 
determined. It   wa» noted that:   1)   attenuation decrements decrease 
with frequency,  and 2) the regional variations of th* attenuation parameters 
for compressional waves are significantly higher than for shear waves, 
which is in      agreement with results obtained by Frantti,  1965, Summer 
1967,  and Boldyrev,   Fedotov !969. 

It was pointed out that K(r) curves may indicate the crustal 
attenuation decrement distribution y(h),  and that their plots may be 
affected by a low velocity layer,  especially distinct at high frequencies. 

Evaluated attenuation decrements for the northern Tier. Shan 
epicentral region were compared with results obtained for the southern 
Tien Shan and northern Pamir.    It is graphically shown that the attenu- 
ation decrements for northern Tien Shan are 2-3 times smaller than for 
southern Tien Shan and 6-8 times smaller than for northern Pamir.    An 
explanation has been given that the differences in atteauation decrements 
for southern and northern Tien Shan which are composed of rock of 
approximately the same composition and seismic wave velocity are due 
to different states of tectonic dislocation. 

It was pointed out thai regions with the lower attenuation 
decrement are characterized by higher seismicity.    The strongest 
earthq- ake (M ■ 8) is associated with northern Tien Shan, weaker with 
southern Tien Shan (7, 3) and weakest with northern Pamir (M s 6). 

The author thinks thai dissipative characteristics of the individu« 1 
crustal blocks or seismically active tegions could be used for the study of 
seismicity. 

B,     Recent Selections 

Belen'kaya,   B.   N.    Impedance of a stratified mediam for 
nonhomo^encous surface waves.    AN SSSR.    Izvestiya. 
Fizika Zemli.  no.  2,   1972,  83-86. 
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Mors«y«nko.  F. S.    V««tmotvvt' »lubtnnoao t Drii>ovr>h«o»too«o 
ttroventva zmtnnov kory llnff r« lationahio ol the d«gP and »ub- 
■urUce >truciur< of th« cru»t>.    Novosibirsk.  Ud-vo Umuk. 
1971.  86 p. 

Ultmsn.  W.    Anslytt»ehe Set»momgtrf   tAnslyticsl ssfmorngtryt. 
Berlin.  Aksdemi«-V«rUg.  1971.   3J9 p.    «SERIES NOTE:   DeuUch« 
Aksdemie der WissooschAllon su Berlin.    Verorfenllichungen 
des Institute fur Geodyammüi Jens. Sonos A. No. 16.  1971). 
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4.    Particle Beam» 

A.    Abftraci» 

Anatsky.  A.  N.,  R,   A.  Alexeev.  V.  D.  Ananjev, 
P.  S,  Antaupov,  V.   P.   Paloov.  P.  V.  Bukaav. 
O.  S.   Pofdanov,  Yu.   P.  Vachruihln,  V.  K. 
Cagan-Torn.  V.  A. Glukhlkh. N.  I. Kolaaov. 
Ya. C. Komar, O,   I-.  Komarov,  V. S.  Kuanataov.* 
t.  F.  Malyahav,  I.  M.  Matora.  L. A.  Markulov. 
A.  V.   Popkovlch.  P.   A.  Fafalov. C.   P.  Khalrhltaky. 
R.  V.  Kharjucov «nd Yu.  S.   Jaavlatly.    De«>£n of a 
10-MeV hif^'^urrant linear tnduttion electron 
at« rler^Uor-ttvjg«. tor for l'KP-2 pul»ed reactor. 
IFEE   Trang.   Nucl.   Sei.,  v.   18.  no.   3.   1971. 
625.628.    (RZhElakfr.   1/72. I1A499) 

The daalfn of a JO MaV linear Induction accalarMor la daacrlbad for 
pulaad curranta of 250 a.  pulae duration of 0. 5 i* ear and pulaa rate of 
0^50 Ha.    The accalaratlnn elementa are Inductora aaaemblad In 6 aactlona. 
tn the Inductora of th« flret aactlon lolanolda are mounted for beam focuaing 
by a linear magnetic field.    Added focuaing la accompllahed by lenaea.  apaclng 
between which Increaaea according to the Increaae In beam energy.    The electron 
aource ia a thermolonlc cathode of 500 mm diameter with a 100 a/cmz emission 

denally. 

Solodovnlkov,  A,   P.    Accelerator tube.    Author'a 
Certificate.  USSR.    No.  29«»<>91,  published May 21.   1971. 
(R/.hFlektr.   1/72.  •1A4<»8) 

An accelerator tube la propoaed conalatlng of alternate electrodes of 
axlaymmetrir form, which have rettral openings and cylindrical laolators. 
placed coaaially with electrodea ano tonnected with them In a vacuum aeal. 
For Improving electrical atabillty of the tube, the electrodea are corrugated 
at the Isolator rnnnectlona eu« h that corrugatlona of adjacent electrodes are 
•rlent« <i In oppoaing direct,   i s . 
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CHIIOV.I,   I,.   A..   Yu.   Yo.   Kreyml^r an«! N.   A.   Nikilinskiy. 
t'laama «our» e of charged particle».    Author's Certificate . 
USSR.    No.   2916S2.  published April 7,   1971.     (PZhElmktr. 
1/72,  #IA476» 

0 
A plasma source of charged particles is proposed in w. ich extraction 

Uof electrons and ion« produces from the plasma a concentrated discharge 
through an anode gap.    The device includes two cathodes, two anodes and two 
permanent magnets.    The source provides a new method for securing non- 

Ucrltlcallty In vacuum conditions.  I.e..  the discharge chamber of the source 
Is constructed of two plane-parallel cold cathodes,  placed In the permanent 
magnet gap In the form of right angle franw with a concentrating opening In one 
of Its faces.    A ferromagnetic anode Is used, which Is placed outside the 
magnetic gap. 

Volfson,  L.  Yu. .  A.  N.  Kabanov.  A,  A.  Kafafov. 
Yu.   M.  Kushnlr. and Ye.   Ye.  Chernova-Stolyarova. 
Hehavior of Intense electron beams In liquid. 
FlKhOM.  no.   S.   1971.   129-131. 

An enperlment was conducted In a device (no description given) for 
observing the process of passing an electron beam through type VKZh.94 
oil In vacuum at beam Intensities P ^ 0.6- 2.0 x 10*2 watt/hi*    and Initial 
electron energy Eo i SO -100 Kev.    The luminescent region generated from 
this discharge was photographed by a standard high.speed camera.    Due to 
the intense heat produced by the Interaction between electrons and oil, a channel 
Is created In the region of luminescence.    The duration of this channel, h, Is 
many times greater than the duration of the discharge Impulse, and Is determined 
by the parameters of the first impulse.    It mm» noted that during channel 
formation no loss of energy took place:   however,  owing to election of oil from 
the channel during Its collapse, a small amount of energy was seen to be lost. 
Fig.   I shows the speed of formation and the depth of channel In relation to the 
pulse duration.    Photographs taken at various values of Eo. t and In * 6. 0 ma. 
showed that increase of E0and t greatly affected the else and length of the 
channel.    In the case of a continuous discharge, a narrow luminescent channel 
was observed.    Similar results were noted also In the case of a mercury and 
oil layer combination. 
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Flf.   I.    Variation of apeeH of formation 
and depth of channel,  with tima. 

Kara.hokov.  K.  Y«. .  N.  T.  Oatrovarkov. and 
V.  K.   Popov.    EKparimantal atudy of tha ■truct ira 
of electron baama.    FIKKOM    ^    >    i?-n    ?  u 

10* «iJtCüSTtÜ *" •I#ctron ^« «** • •P-dflc power In the ran,. 
cL JH    •/r

cm\h4v* b##n •^Hmentally ^udied.    Experlmenta ha v. been 
carried out for the apeclflc power a) 10^5. 10« w/crr/.,* b4 s> l06^s. ^g w/cm2 

..perately. ualn, alectron-optical .y.tem. de.^nated a. type, ^g^.al and 
A^2. ,7 reapectlvely.    Fl,.  I f,ve. a diagram of the euperiment.    It wa. found 

Fig,   I,    Aetch of experiment«! 
device for atudyin, electron beam. 
I - Gun; 2 - Clectromannetlc lent; 
J - OUphragm:   4 - Collector: 
» - Reaiator:   6 - Oadllograph; 
^ - Deflecting ayatem;   g . Modulator: 
9 - Delay unit;   10 - High voltage 
•ource;   11 . Heating tource: 
12 . Dlaplacement aource;   1) - 
StabilUer of lene current;   14,1$ . 
Time.bate generator. 
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that in both cases,  the distribution of current density in the cross section 
of the electron beam was Gaussian (Fig.  2).    Electron beam diameter was 
found to vary according to beam current, which in turn was regulated by 
either cathode temperature or electrode voltage.    On increasing the current 

/ *| 

u 
... 

Fig. 2.    Distribution of current density 
In the smallest cross section of the 
electron beam. 

In the beam In, the Image plane of the crossover beam was found to shift 
along the optical axis of the system.     These results were more pronounced at 
densities of 10^5.106 w/cm' than at the higher range. 

Perevodchlkov.  V.   I..   A.   I.   Fedornv.  «nd K.   A. 
Yumatov.    Pulse eleitron gun deslmed for currents 
up to 1 Ka.    I'FZh.  v.   If.,  no,  ♦..   I<»7|, 971.«♦76. 

Construction of a pulsed high-perveance electron gun with a current 
capacity of 1 Ka Is described.    The operation was evaluated using a 60 mm dla. 
Faraday cylinder placed 100 mm froir the anode.    It was observed that with 
a LaB6 cathode of dia      )0 mm, a 700a current was obtained at 70 Kv, which 
assured the capacity of the described construction. I.e., with a LaB6 cathode 
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of variable «Uameter,  2K* is attainable.    Advantages of using a thermo cathode 
are briefly outlined and the possibility of constructing pulse electron guns 
for < urrents up to 10 Ka Is pointed out.    Fig.   1 gives a sectional view. 

Pulse Electron 
Gun 

Isolator 
Cathode 
Anode 

Faraday Cylinder 

Fig.   1.    Experimental pulse electron gun. 
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No.kov. D. A. and N. C. P.nkov.t,. E.plo.lv, 
proctue« durin» Impul.e tre.lmenl of nmtrlal. 
by «n «lectron b«.m     riKi,!-»»    —    1    K7n    lf|  .0 

Obi.rv.tlon. of proo.i.. during .n Int.nil.e puli.d .l.clron homK.-j 
m.« or .olid bodi.. .,. d..crlb.d.  F.perlm.„,. ^'.Zu'^Z.^ 

.T-.rzr.rd-^iTC-, TLZTzrrr ^ J:"r 

.o m .i.71o„ o, gm^rrajig xvz "z-r::,^: 
T*2*?~*r»*~~> *£** inc,..'.. o,ISSJKÄT 
io •iructural transformation;   generation of thermal atreat sreater thin tK. 
endurance limit;   and In aom. ca.ea.  Increa.e of ..re.. d!e to cheJi", 
comhlnatlon In the aoHd body.    During the .xplo.lveX...    an InuSL 
•jTtIon o   material. In the form of droplet, or particle, wa. obaerved     The 
quant ty of ejecta waa found greater than the evaporated ma.a over the .«m* 
time Interval.    Reault. .how that the character oVthi. type of «ololl!. «^ 
dependa upon the expo.ure regime and the paramete;. IfThe Lat    thu.' ' 

SÄT^ PO"    ,€-    S"rimC9 dÄrn*Re Ph0t0' ^ C"-' P-fU.. are 

Oni.hchenko.  I. N.. A.   R.   Llne.akly.  N. C.  Mat.lborko. 
V    D.  Shapiro and V.   I.  Shevchenko.    Nonlinear theory 
of e»« Hation of monorhromatlc pla.ma wave, bv «Urt>»» 
***m,    ZhETF P.  v.   12.   1970.  407-411.   

h.. M AutX1i!. ? nonlln"r th*ory o* »»••m •«citation of pla.ma wave, haa 
b..n deal, wl.h for two limiting ca.ea 1) eroding. *./,. >>(./. ^/JT/J^' 
mono.n.rg.t4eb#.m.. ^.^ (/,      ^^    V Aelocl y ^read^n J.e 
beam.  V0 . average ap^;   „,.  n^. ^„.^ af ^ m ^     J   P   re.^ely 

F"lu.   I.    Eroding Case 
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decreases with increase of T . «nd at r > 25 is nearly constant (Fig.   1).    In 
the second case,  when the beam is monoenergetic. the damping of oscillations 
is practically nil (Fig.  2). and the amplitude varies between ♦<). 5 and ♦!. 5. 

# « # .7 4* 

Fig. 2.    Monoenergetic case. 

Suladse. K.  Ye..  B. A.  Tskhadaya and A.  A.  Plyutto. 
Chara» terisltcs of intensive electron beam formation 
in bounded plasma.    I'FZh.   v.   16,  no.  6.   1971.  Q92.994. 

A technique for formation of high-current electron beams has been 
studied by filling the acceleration gap with plasma prior to pulse discharge. 
Beam current was found to depend on the concentration of plasma and the 
accelerating voltage.    Experimental measurements (Fig.  It showed that at 
a plasrna concentration of 1012 - IflU/cm5, the critical value of current Increased 
lo S«IO* a.    After reachli g the critical value, the ohmlc resistance of the gap 

/   / 

in/ 

Fig.   I.    Source diagram. 
I - Plasma source:   2 • Acceleration 
gap;   S . Accelerating electrode; 
C|, c 2 ■ capacitors: 
arresters. 

I- 
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lncre*«.d.  which rcsulud in a «harp de< rea.e of current and incr«««« of 
B potential dlfferene in the gap.    Beam current In this caae was found to be 

2x10    a at approxim.itely 45 Kv.  current pulse duration was 3 x I07 aec 
By increa.in. the olaama concentration to 10»4- IOl5/cm3 and acceleration 
voltaee to 10^ \o*> v. It .hould thu. be po.aible to obtain a beam current 
of lO'-^ 10* a. 

U 
Klkvldae.  R.  R..  V. C.  Koteteahvili and A.   A.  Rukhadae. 
Excitation of linear electromagnetic ways by electron 
beam in plasma of a BOMH body-    FTT.  no,   1.   1<»72.   183-186. 

A study is made on the possibility of generation and acceleration of 
linear electromagn.tic waves by means of an electron beam paaslng through 
a cylindrical gap in a solid specimen.  In the absence as well •• the presence 
of an external linear magnetic field.    The dissipation effect of the dispersion 
of current-carrlers in the solid body on instability is taken into account     Py 

(ZhETF.  57.  315.   1969». the authors obtain mathematical terms for natural 
oscillations of a solid-body plasma,  increment of oscillations, and threshold 
beam current, the Increase of which results In instability.    It is shown that 
excitation of oscillation Is possible not only under conditions where increment 
of growth is more than the effective collision rate of free carrier«, but also 
In the opposite case.    However,  in the opposite case, the spectrum of the 
excited oeclllation. becomes narrower.    An expression Is also derived for 
determining the amplitude of steady state nonlinear waves. 

Matora.  I,   M..  L. A.  Merkulov and I.  I.  Shelontsev. 
Formation of an electron beam in a linear induction 
accelerator.    ZhTF.  no.   7.   1971.   1469-1471. 

Problems of accelerating an electron beam In * linear induction 
•ccelerator are discussed,    (n .„ intensive lemlna« electron beam, accelerated 
n an accelerator,  it has been found possible to a  old any loss of electrons 

.n the working portion of the impulse by suitably choosing the parameters of 
the optical system and by keeping the axial magnetic field constant.    However 
•t the beginning and end of the impulse, a conaiderable loss of electrons was ' 
found to occur.    Pulse rise and decay times were approximately 0. 15 „ sec 
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Energy loss from the beam was determined by the instantaneous voltage 
at Hie cathode,  while the beam cv  rent was found using Schottky's law.    All 
calculations were done by computer:   analyses of different programs are 
given.    Measures are suggested for lowering the loss of accelerated electrons. 

Mkheidse, C, P. and Ye. D. Korop. Formation of 
intensive electron beam« from < urrent flow through 
plasma.    ZhTF,  no.  5.   1971.  «73-879. 

An experimental s'.udy of the formation of an Intense electron beam 
pulse during the current flow thtough a plasma is reported.    Fig.   1 gives a 
sketch of the experiment.    Energy level in the electron beam was found to be 

i 
LbLA 

Wo' 

Fig.   I.    Pulsed electron beam experiment. 
I • Faraday cylinder:   2 - Insertion 
hole:   ) • Accelerating electrode: 
4 • Faraday cylinder:   S . Slotted 
diaphragm;   6 - Electrostatic condenser: 
7 • Photo plate. 

where V0tii )0--10 K . is the initial condenser voltage, discharge of 
which generates the plasma current.    Characteristic curves for the current 
In the Faraday cylinder relative to aperture diameter. d0 <Flg. 21 and for 
the beam current density relative to acceleration gap. lo (Fig.  3) were calcu« 
lated.    Higher values of current.  ImaK « * Ks and density  'max * ,*5» l0< a/cm* 
have been obtained by changing appropriate parameters.    The erosion of the 
accelerating electrode,  from atomisatlon due to the Intensive electron beam. 
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w.. ob.,rv.d.    Th. direction of the electron beem w«. ,ound to be Indeoenden. 
of the location of the accelerating electrode. »"dependent 

<   i  ♦   ^  i A n^ 
Fig.  2.    Relation between Avg and Max 
beam current In Faraday cylinder and 
current denalty. and aperture dla. d 
U« S V. 
Cu i 2KI0-9 f. 

»0 Kv.  |0     1 cni, C 
9*   Ä •»jclo-^f. 

SO^mm 

Fig.   5. 
current 
U-« U 

Relation between Max and Avg beam 
density and acceleration gap I , 

30 K 
ixlO-'» f. 

. do r  * mm, C 
Ion gap lo. 

o = 5xl0-9f. 
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D«nyak.  V.  M. , A.  A.   Nemashkalo and V.  I. Startsav. 
Device for determining the position of an electron 
b«*"i.    Author'• Certificate USSR #298013.  publlehad 
April 19.   1971.    (RZhElektr,   1/72,  ilA597) 

For determining the position of electron beam, a device is proposed, 
based on the use of secondary emission effects, and consisting of converging 
and split emitting electrodes.    For improved sensitivity, electrodes are 
made in the form of two groups of successively placed elements with mutrally 
perpendicular cross sections,  such that the section width In every successive 
electrode Is greater than for the  previous one. 

Barwlcs.  W.    Application of electron beams for 
metal welding in vacuum vessels.    Prace Prxemysl. 
Inst.   Elektron (PolandI. v.   II,  no.   3,   1970,   16S.167. 
(Phys.  abst.. v.  75.  no. 933,  1972,  176301 

Advantages of metal welding by means of high power density electron 
beam (-10* w/cm«l In comparison with other welding methods are described. 
Classification of welding devices and their construction are presented. 
Particular attention is given to thermocathodes.    Some examples of welding 
of various details by means of electron beam are taken from publications 
issued by the worlds leading manufacturers and from the eaperlmental result« 
of PIE. 

Ur'yash.  F.  V. and V. K.  Gusev.    Electric-arr 
evaporator of metals.    Author's Certificate.  USSR. 
#297707.  published May 19.   1971.    (RZhElektr. 
i/72,  #1A6I0) 

The subject device Is an electrlcarc metal vaporiser, consisting 
of arc electrodes and an Ignition electrode.    In order to avoid clogging of 
foreign deposits, one of the arc electrodes Is designed with a cavity. Inside 
which the Ignition electrode is rigidly mounted. 
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Barwics,  W.    Electron gun chamber.    (Prsemytlowy 
Instytut Elektronik!) Pat PNR.  161820,  published 
November 20.  1970.    (RZhElektr.   1/72,  «1A593) 

A design for an electron Run chamber has been patented for powerful 
electron radiation devices, e.g.. for metsl smelting and welding.    The 
chamber has an elongated form and is placed nonsymmetrically relative 
to the working space of the device.    The top of the chamber has a hermetic 
seal,  installed over the gun.    On the projection within the working space Is 
attached a hermetic head with leads to the gun;   leads are connected inside 
the chamber wuh contact pins of the gun. 

Nikolayevskiy.  V.  C. .  V.  D.   Pis'mennyy,  and 
A. T.  Pakhimov.    Initial stage of electric discharge 
in  «enon at high pressures.    ZhTF.   no.  2.   1972. 
364.366. 

Results are noted of an experimental study on the initial stage of a 
quaslstationary discharge In xenon at 300 torr.  under conditions where the 
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Fig,   I.    Time-rurrent characteristics. 
Uo (Kvl:   1-2;   2-2.4;   3-3;   4-3.4; 
5 - 3. 8. 



in« r« atf of current Is governed   by processes tsking piece In the discharge 
itself.    The experiment was performed with s  xenon impulse lamp with a 
58 cm discharge gap,  internal diameter of 16 mm. and pressure of 300 torr. 
Volt-ampere characteristics ol the discharge and dynamics of the development 
of current channel are determined;   different stages of the development of 
the discharge are also outlined.    Following the energy balance equation and 
assuming the conductance of plasma to be constant In the stage of current 
channel widening, the authors obtained a mathematical expression which 
corresponded to the experimental time characteristics of current. Ift) (Fig.   1). 
The time characteristic of the diameter of the current channel. 2a (t) was 
also experimentally plotted, and was found to be similar to the time character- 
istics of current,  thus proving the above assumption that plasma conductance 
remains constant ov«r the period of current channel widening. 
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Fig.  2.    Relation between the diameter 
of discharge channel and time. 
I,, (Kvh   1-2:   2-2.4:   3-3:   4-3.4; 
5 - 3. 8. 
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Vakhrushin.  Yu,   P. ,  V.  S, KusnAtaov. O.   L.  Komarov. 
V.  I.   BogfUnova.  and N.  I.  Ivanova.    Focusirig of 
heavy currert electron beam« tn itB»ar induction 
accalerator«.    Atomnaya enargiya.  v.   SI,  no.   3,   1971, 
294-295. 

In focusing a heavy.current electron beam in a linear induction 
accelerator,  the method depends largely on the deflecfd beam stability 
relative to initial equilibrium parameters.    It is point.      out that in a homo- 
geneous electric field, focusing an accelerated electron beam with currents 
of hundreds of amperes is pcssible by a linear magnetic field up to 2^3 MeV 
(Anatskiy et al.  Atomnaya energiya, v. 21.   1966.  439).    In the case of beams 
accelerated to the level of 10 MeV or more,  a linear magnetic field may be 
used only for the initial par» of the accelerator;   a discrete focusing system 
is best suited for the remaining acceleration region.    The stability of an 
accelerated beam with a system of focusing lenses,   spaced at various distances 
was numerically investigated using a previously established stability equation. 

Stable [Unstable     | i i I Stable 

10,6 ifi 

//,* ZjH 

Fig.   1.    Stability states for beam 
acceleration,    a) -Stable region depending 
on k,  b(i) -Stable system.  b(ii) - Unstable 
system.   Equilibrium profile 
 Profile deflected from initial 
equilibrium. 
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Ii w... .mlerl ih«l the mpmrinu between lens«« had to be increased due to the 
dofo. ...inK cffe. t »f the .par* .ha nie.    The stability of movln» charged particles 
in an accelerated beam was found to depend upon the parameter, k £ ^maa 
where Rmax - maximum value of deflected beam at the  lens location^min 

•nd Rmin " minimum value of deflected beam between lenses.    Fig.  1 Ulustratei 
■table and unstable conditions. 

Vorob'yev. A. A. , and L. T, Murashko. Formation 
of cavities during flaah-over of ionic crytal». FTT 
no.   I.   1972.  256-258. 

A description is given of the mechanism of structural damage of alkali 
halide crystals caused by electric flash-over on them.    Experiments were 
performed with NaCl. KC1. and KBr subjected to voltage pulses of 2. 5~4 Kv. 
The resultant cavity formation is explained by the formation of pores of various 
size and quantities due to the fusion of vacancies produced by deformations, 
and ultimate combination of these pores.    The largest pores were found to ' 
occur in KBr specimens where linear dimenbions reached as much as 50 microns 
Formation of pores results only after the flash-over,  i.e.  after the completion 
of discharge with a shock wave, as in metals.    Methods of increasing pore 
formation and mechanisms of their combination are briefly outlined. 

i 
V 

Gubarev,  V. Ya. ,  N.   P.  Kozlov,  L.  V.   Leskov, 
and Yu.   S.  Protasov.    Coefficient of monochromatlclty of 
an erosive pulse accelerator.    ZhTF,  no. 2,  1971, 
379-381. 

The coefficient of rnonochromaticity is theoretically determined for 
an erosive pulse accelerator,  taking into account the acceleration factors during 
the formation of distributed discharge.    The analysis is similar to calculations 
already reported by Balagurov et al (ZhTF,  no.   3.   1970).    A model was used 
with a modified variation of electrodynamlc approach.    An approximation 
calculation method, based on the solution of the equation of motion with a non- 
uniform magnetic field,  Is suggested, which shows that the coefficient of 
monochromatlclty depends on   (1) the value of Internal (r^, and external (rz) 
radii of the electrode, and their ratio. A = T2/ri (Fig.   1) and (2) the value  Cj 
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1 - Ci = o 
2 - Ci = 0.2 
I • Cf ■ •• 9 
4 - C!  = 1.0 

Fig.   1.    Relationship between 
coefficient of monochromaticity 
and d. 

of the ratio of mean square thermal rate to the square of mean velocity of 
controlled movement.    The conclusion of Balagurov on optimal electrode radii 
la thus shown to be applicable to the distributed charge case 

Novikov,  B.   V. ,  A.  Ye.   Cherednichenko and 
P.  G.   Shlyakhtenko.    Spectral investigation of 
field emission from CdS monocrystals in pulsed 
and stationary regimes.    FTT,  no.   1,   1972,   19-23. 

A comparative study is described of the spectral characteristics of 
field photoemission from CdS single crystals in stationary and in pulsed voltage 
regimes.    Experiments were conducted for both regimes, with measurements 
being made at room temperature in vacuum at not leus than 10-9 torr     Fig    1 

showc the experimental setup.    Spectral characteristics as obtained by oscillo- 
gram show thai in both regimes two maxima appear - one from interzone 

h?^-*10?8 a?d ,th.e 0ther * 8UPPlem«ntary maximum connected with transitions 
between levels lying in the forbidden zone.    The process of establishing the 
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Fig.   1.    Experimental sketch. 
GPI - impulse generator;   KP - 
cathode follower;    ZMR-3 - monochro- 
mator;    1 - emitter,  CdS;   2 - metallic 
Jcreen;   3 - collector;   4 - copper 
cylinder. 

photo field current was studied (Fig.  2) in the pulse voltage regime, with a 
pulse duration of 3 milli.ec.    An analysis of current transient, i. also included. 

Fig.  2.    Form of current. 

The authors point out the possibility of using the cited method in the study of 
energetic structures of semiconductor and other types of field-emitter cathodes. 
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Bereznyak,  P.   A. ,  and V,   V,  Slezov.    Calculation 
of characteristu ■ of ion current bombarding the 
tip of a needle field emitter.     RiE,  no.  2,   1972, 
354-358. 

The article deals with the determination of the number of ions in a 
residual gas bombarding the tip of a field emitter.    With some simple approxi- 
mations,  the equation of motion of charged particles in the field of the tip Is 
obtained,  and Is solved by computer,  using the Runge-Kutta method.    The 
number of Ions is found to be practically Independent of the spacing between 
point and anode.    The space distribution of Ions bombarding the tip Is found 
and characteristic curves are drawn.    The authors point out a wide discrepancy 
between their results and those obtained by Müller and Tsong (Field Ion 
microscopy,  American Elsevier Publishing Co. ,  Im . ,  New York,   1969). 

Ryutov,  D.   D.    Quasilinear relaxation of an electron beam 
in an inhomogeneous plasma.    ZhETF,  v.   57,   no.   1, 
1969,  232-246. 

The problem of quasilinear relaxation of an electron beam In a low- 
density plasma is Investigated,  and the mathematical solution is developed. 

Fig.   1 
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Fig.   1 anci Fig.   2.    Quasilinear relaxation of 
electron beam in plasma with change in density 
n(*).    Arrows show the movement of quaslpartlcles. 
fo(v) - electron distribution of the beam at entrance 
to plasma;   fi(v) - electron distribution of the beam 
at exit from plasma. 
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It is shown that quatilinear relaxation must always be followed by acceleration 
of electrons;   furthermore,  in the presence of inhomogeneities in the plasma, 
it results in the appearance of electrons with velocities appreciably exceeding 
the initial beam velocity.    If plasma density increases in the direction of beam 
motion, the movement of the quaoiparttcles causes the beam to accelerate 
(Fig.   1).    On the contrary,  if the density decreases,  acceleration of electrons 
does not occur (Fig.  2). 

Belan,  N.  V.,  V.   F.  Gaydukov,  C.   I.  Kostyuk, 
Ye,  K.  Ostrovskiy,  and I.  V.   Strelkov.    Conditions 
for breakdown in an electron '"jam vacuum discharger. 
ZhTF,  no.  2,   1972,   382-384. 

fetf investigation is presented of th« development of breakdown in a 
vacuum discharger using an electron beam.    Oscillograph recordings show 
that breakdown results from the formation of an instability in the region of 
electron irradiation, which gives rise to an avalanche-like increase of cathode 
emission.    This instability is related to a certain critical pressure of metal 
vapor,  Pocrt  which can be taken as the criterion for arc breakdown.    The 
critical pressure of metal vapor depends on the geometry of the vacuum dis- 
charger,  the ionization area of the vaporizing body,  and cathode temperature, 
and varies under different conditions.    For the conditions under study, 
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Fig.   1.    Relation between Fig.  2.    Experimental and 
calcu^ted current density calculated relationship between 
and the pressure at evaporating time lag and beam power density, 
surface. 
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the characteristic curve (Fig.   I| of current density vs.  pressure gives the 
critical pressure Pocr*2. 10*3 torr.    The duration of the pulse «intll beginning 
of arc-over depends on the beam power density.    Fig. 2 gives the experimental 
as well as calculated curvet for the relationship between pre-breakdown 
time lag and beam power.    The calculated results are seen to be in good 
agreement with experimental ones. 

Churayev,  V.  A.,  and V.   N,   Petrov.    Accelerating 
a plasma in a conical inductive source.    ZhTF, 
no.  2,   1972,  372-378. 

A system of expressions is developed to define the parameters of a 
conical induction accelerator whoae geometry is shown in Fig.   1.    The problem 

Fig.   1.    Model for induction accelerator. 

is considered for the general cases of high and low values of T0 = wtot   u  being 
current frequency in the inductor and t0 the movement of bunch formation.    At 
low T0 conversion efficiency is not better than 1%, which eliminates this 
case from practical consideration.    Assuming the large T0 case,  and the realistic 
conditions of a finite discharge energy source and parasitic inductance in 
connector elements,  the authors derive approximate expressions for design 
parameters.    Some examples of computer solutions are given;   Fig.  2 shows 
the theoretical dependence of plasma velocity on current frequency and cone 
angle.    The analysis shows a strictly limited set of parameters for which the 
conical design would prove useful.    However,  within this range it should be 
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Fig. 2.    Plasma velocity vs. w 
and cone angle. 

possible to get 20 to 40% efficiency and plasma velocities on the order of 
108 cm/sec. 

Iremashvili,   D.  V. ,  S.   V.  Kuril'nikov,  N.  I. 
Leont'yev,   T.  A.  Osepashvili,  A.   P.   Timoshenko 
and Yu.  K. Udovichenko.    Interaction of a 30 Mw 
electron beam with plasma.    ZhTF,  no.   8,   J971, 
1624-1626. 

An experimental study is reported on the reaction of a 30 Mw electron 
beam, formed by a spark source, with plasma penetrating into the reaction 
chamber from the source.    An electron beam of 3. 5 cm dinmeter was injected 
from the spark source into a metallic reaction chamber with an internal 
diameter of 13 cm and length of 25 cm.    In the chamber the electron beam was 
observed to interact with the injected plasma,  giving rise to intenshe linear 
high-frequency oscillations near the  anode.    Highest oscillations were found 
in the absence of magnetic field and at a distance of 3 cm from the anode; 
further away the oscillation amplitude decreased with the decrease of beam 
density (Fig.   1).    In the presence of a magnetic field,  the intensity of linear 
high-frequency oscillations was found to decrease greatly with increase in 
field intensity H0.    The intensity of oscillations was also found to decrease 
with a rise in chamber pressure.      The frequency spectrum for conditions 
of highest oscillations (H0 - 0.  L = 3 cm) is given in Figure 2.    Oscillatory 
power in the 800-7000 MHz range was measured to be 300 kw, which was 1% 
of the beam power.    The authors point out that the interaction of a high-power 
electron beam with plasma may still be greater,  if the following are considered- 
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Fig. 1. Amplitude curve of high-frequency 
oscillations along the length of the reaction 
chamber. 
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Fig.  2.    Frequency spectrum 
H, 1;   p = 10-^ torr. 

1) the actual frequency spectrum,  which is wider than that considered; 
2) non-linearity of waves in the low frequency range of the spectrum; 
3) the significant nonuniformity in plasma density over the distributed electron 
beam in the system. 

Danilovskaya,  V.   I. ,  and E.   M.  Shefter. 
Temperature field and stress,  arising in an elastic 
semippace due to axisymmetric radiant flux.    FiKhOM, 
no.   3,  1969.   13-19. 

The article considers the temperature and stress arising in an elastic 
Isotropie plate,  when an axisymmetric radiant flux of intensity I(t) impinges 
on it.    Mathematical expressions are derived on the assumptions that:   a) absorp- 
tion of radiant energy is according to the Bougunr law;   b) thermophysical 
coefficients are independent of temperature;   c) non-linear effects and energy 
loss due to radiation and convection are ignored;   and d) radiant flux intensity 
is insufficient for fusion and sublimation. 
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The radiant energy falling on the plate converts to h*at.  «o that the 
■urfac* temperature rises according to a linear relationship, and the increase 
in temperature proportionately increases the stress in the surface layer of 
the Isotropie body.    The stress thus developed reaches its maximum value 
at the end of the pulse cycle.    Depending on the characteristics of the radiant 
flux and properties of the material,  two general cases may be considered: 
a) at the end of the pulse, if the stress value is lower than the viscosity limit, 
then the body displays a reversible change;   and b) if the stress value is higher 
than the viscosity limit, the body surface undergoes plastic deformation. 
After cooling,  residual tenrile stress may lead the body surface to cracking 
and peeling,  if this residual stress is higher than the stability limit,    A 
similar phenomenon is often seen in experiments where a body is irradiated 
by low.power radiant flux and also in laser.active materials when excited by 
flashlamps. 

Sultanov,  M.  A,    Investigation of the destruction 
mechanism of certain solids under the action of supersonic 
plasma flow,  as a function of their thermophysical properties. 
TVT,  no.   5,   1970,  963-968. 

The destruction mechanism of several metallic and non.metalllc 
materteis under the action of supersonic plasma flow is reported.    Plasma 
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Fig.   1.    Hypersonic plasma generator. 
1 - chamber   dielectric material;   2 - 
electrodes,  e. g.  carbon;    3 - exit nozzle; 
4, 5 - discharge pulse source, 2-3 Kv; 
6 - trigger;   7 - target;   8 - holder. 
Mean plasma exit speed = 6--12 km/sec. 
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rT^V •«P#rlm*nU •'• d#,crlb^ «^ phototr«ph. of d..trttctlon «r« giv.n- 
rig,  1 «how. th« pUama g«n«r«tor.    A tupariofilc pUsm« flow .trlklng « 
meulllc body produc«. local he.t a. hiih •• 1000^ H th« impact .pot. du« to 
which the body molt« forming around th« apot a thin film, which in turn ia 

carrlod.wayby thapUtmaflow.    With non-matallic iubatanc««   ««caotln. .U.. 
f«.ion of tho matorial do«a not occur, but owing »o th. int.n.a £at ITt?.   ' *      *' 
apot. d#.truction takaa placa from «vaporation of th« matorial.    Daatructlon 
of matorial waa found to dopond largely on tho apood of pUama now:   with a 
d«cr«aac in plaama apood. daatructlon alao d«cr«aaoa. and at aubaonic apooda 
it ..ractically negligible.    The amount of doatruction of a met.II,r body waa 
found to vary with th« t«mp«ratur« of fusion, latont h«at of fuaion and th« 
quantity of hoat roquirod for haating a unit volumo of tho •pecImen aubatanc« 

Balan.  N.  V..  Y«. K. Oatrovakiy.  V.  F. Caydukov. 
t.  V.  Strolkov.  and L.  N.  Kalaahnikov.    Electric 
arc-ovar in vacuum initiated by «Uctron b«am. 
ZhTF,  no.   3.   1971.   S6).«i6f,.   

In low proaaura«. an alactron beam amittad by a cathod« and focu««d 
at an anodo can act aa an initiator of breakdown.    An «Kp«rim«nt d«mon«trating 
thit «ff«ct waa conductod with a conatant voltag« of ll0 -  3 Kv acroaa two 
electrodea apaced 1 cm apart, the anode material being lead.    Regulation of 
beam power waa obtained by voltage pulaea In the range of Ur-. = 2. 3^3 4 Kv 
The preaaure in the chamber was maintained at 2 x lO*5 torr.    Breakdown of 
atability in the vacuum gap wag obaerved. and waa characteriaed by a time 
lag between the initial beam pulae and the moment of arcover (Fig.   1». 
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Fig.   1.    Relationship between time 
lag.  tE and Ureg. 
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Th« lim« Ug tB U determined by the concentrated power on the anode 
■urfac«. which reault« In an intensive heal higher than the melting point. 
Characterietice ol the beam power denaity ^ with reapect to Ita radiua r for 
three different valuea of Ur#f (Fig. 2) and the characterlatlca of temperature 
riae on the anode aurface aa a function of pulae duration (Flg.  J) wer« alao 
obtained.    At the Initial beam pulae. the temperature of the anode surface was 
JOOOC. while at the moment of arr .over the temperature waa S80oC (melting 
point of lead     J270C).    At this temperature, lead waa found to melt at the 

i<- 

Fig. 2.    Distribution of the beam 
power density.    I - U        .1,4 Kv; 
2 - Ur#i * % 0 Kv;   5 - Br#i . 2. 5 Kv. 
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Fig.   3.    Temperature rise at anode 
surface with lime,    i - q0 = 3. S ä 10* 
watf/cm2:   il . q0 - 4. 8 K lO^ watt/cm2: 
«.. - q„     » .. 4 x 10' watt/cm2. 

rate of w    lO"4 gm/« m2/eec. which led to a local preaaure rise at the anode. 
P • IP*3   torr.    The experiment thua shows the trigger possibilities of a pulsed 
electron beam In vacuum discharges, and relatea the trigger action to anode 
surfsce boating. 
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Criihln, V. K,    Lin»T »ubUhy of a ehrt»«! bmmm 
In mn tnducttv »yf m.    ZhTF. no.   I,  1972. Q.I2. 

Th« artlcl* consider« thm Ihoorwflcal lin««r «tablllty of • highly.char|*d 
b«»m, produrod hy * llnoar Induction acc«|«r«lor m*do up of circular inductor« 
with ferromagnetic cor««.    It Is a««ufn«d that ihm rharg«d p^rticl«« ar« 
acc«l«rat«d In a chann«!. boundad by « n^dlum of magnetic permaabllity 
a > I.    A local noi>omog«n«ity of charged particl« d«n«lty will occur in th« 

beam, which I« act«d upon by th« Interval or the ««If.fUld of the charged 
particle«. con«i«ting of two component«:   a coulomb   and an inductiv« part. 
Th« inductive component gives rise to the Inhomogeneity of the current.    In 
»he cas« a 0 > I. whar« 9 i« th« ratio of the particl« velocity   to that of light, 
c, the in.luctive component of the charged particle« pradominate«. thereby 
cau«ing linear instability in the beam.    Mathematical espre««lon« for 
quantitative analysis of the phenomenon are derived, and are applied to an 
example using actual parameters of the UU.SOOO device.   This shows that 
beam current fluctuations must be held to the order of tens of amperes. U 
beam energy uniformity Is to be maintained within 10%, 

Davydov. B. B. and 1.. Ya. Min'ko. The nature 
of ditcontinuity of plaama formationa in «rosion- 
-type pulse «our, ea.    ZhTF.  no.   1,   1971.  7J-79. 

Discontinuity in plasma formations was studied experimentally In 
pulsed plasma accelerator« (l»l>A> usinc slectrndes of cylindrical, conic, or 
parallel track geometry in a 10-2 . 10*^ torr vacuum as well as at atmospheric 
pre««ure.    The nature and kinetic« of the material Input from the electrode« 
and dielectric wall insert«, and the relatlonahlp of pla«ma dlacontlnulty with 
ero«lon of the pUsma-formlng working media, were of special Interest.    Three 
variants of cyllndrirally and conically.shaped central electrodes were testsd. 
Including rod and the hollow cylinder forms (Fig,   ll.    In the csse of the 
rod-shaped central electrode, the firing electrode was a hollow cylinder, and 
vice versa.    Different discontinuous plasma siructurss wsrs observed In sll 
case« from high.«peed «canning photograph« of emission.    The photograph« 
and micrograph« of the electrode and dielectric in««rt «urface« confirm that 
tho observed plasma micro.bunch«« or pl««mold« «r« formed during eroelon 
of either electrode or dielectric in««rt surfaces.    It wa« concluded that the 
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Fit«   I«    PuUecJ pUtrna acrcleratort. 
• ,b:   I . ring rleriro*it".   2 - plane electrode: 
1 - rod elertrode:   4 . dlelertrtc filler: 
* -   .m.il window,    rs    1,2 - elerlrodef. 
S • Ifnition. 

erotlon la connerf^d with the apatUlly and temporally dl 
rA material from the plaema-forming working media.    Tm       ■>   rr r     , 
the inptit reaulta fron» the apatUI ^nd temporal nnnuniformity of energy 
release at the elertrode or dielertri«  insert aurfaree. 

acrete contribution 
The discrete nature of 
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Zubkov.   I.   P. .  A.   Ya.  Kislov.  and A.  I.  Moroaov. 
Ion beam emitted from a double-lena accelerator. 
ZhTF,  no.   5,   1971,  880-889. 

Spatial distribution,  energy «pectra and mass composition were 

nlY.mr*"13!^ ^"^^ for a Mrogen ion beam emitted by a high-intensity 
plasma accelerator.    The accelerator was designed earlier by the authors 

%* 1 u 8teP ^ the develoPment of »" injector for fission.    A wide spread 
of the ion  beam was indicated by accelerator emission cross-section images 
at varying observation angles 6.    The images were obtained using a pinhole 
camera placed at some distance from the accelerator.    Ion beam enerey 
spectra were measured by a multigrid probe and a mass-analyzer located 
20 cm and -I m from the accelerator.    The data obtained by both methods 
confirmed that most of the ions are formed near the first lens and that their 
energy spectrum g(E|() . dl/dE,,    is broad (between 0. 9 and 2. 0 KeV) with 
a mean E,,       1.3-1.7 KeV.    Ton beam mass was measured by time-of-flight 
ma,, spectrometry using the same mass analyzer with a special modulator. 
The presence of "  .^ Hj ions at  J . 50° was detected in about equal quantities. 
* L H' L

addlt,
Ä
0nal N4

0P
eak ••• observed,   spatially separated from the 

H    and H2   peaks.    At 4     5° and 15©,  the ion beam comprised N+    0+    0+ 
mpurities only.    The experimental energy spectra qualitatively agree wi2th 

«ÜlÜftS e^luati
1
0n8-    The «perimental energy spectra width is however 

greater than the calculated width for H ions.    This discrepancy and the presence 
of ion. with energy exceeding the discharge potential arc explained by the 

^«L 08cillati0n8 in the —Crating channel.    Techniques for eliminating 
these defects are recommended. 8 
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SUBJECT:   Comments on Soviet "Topaz" nuclear-powered thermionic 
generator 

SOURCE:   Sovetskaya Kirgiziya,   1 February 1972, p.  3, cols.   1-4 

A recent newspaper article comments on the Soviet "Topaz thermo- 
emission reactor/converter" used for the thermionic conversion of 
nuclear-generated heat into electricity.    Previously, details on the 
Topaz were first announced by Professor Vyacheslav Kuznetsov at the 
4th International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 
held in 1971 in Geneva, Switzerland.    In the Topaz,  the encased inner 
nuclear fuel element (cathode) is separated from the outer casing (anode) 
by a cesium-vapor-filled gap of fractions of a millimeter.    The author 
states that the design principle behind the Topaz consists of interconnecting 
tens or hundreds of individual thermionic elements .    The Topaz is equipped 
with a neutron moderator and reflector,  an output control, and a heat- 
transmission medium.    It is mentioned that the wide variety of materials 
(affecting the neutron balance) used in the active area greatly complicated 
the design phase, and many supplementary experiments were required. 

In tests, the Topaz successfully delivered 10, i)00 watts (relative to 
operating mode) over the entire testing time.    This is said to be better than 
a tenfold improvement of the Soviet "Romashka" and the U.S. SNAP-10A 
both of which had outputs below 500 watts.    Doctor D.  Khatsopulos (' ) 
an American scientist, and Doctor B. Deven D,  a French scientist,  are 
reported to have  stated that the Topaz has facilitated the development of 
compact power sources for deep-ocean research,  polar expeditions, 
mining and geological prospecting,  and space applications. 
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